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Secretary of Education Honored for C,o ntributions
tors, Paige encouraged college
The ed46'ation secretary was
Asst. Campus editor
students to help others in their also heralded as a great supporter of HBCUs by Floretta Dukes
community succeed.
Less than two months after
"We want to make sure that McKenzie, chairwoman of the
his resignation from President we keep the baton moving to the University's Board of Trustees.
Bush's administration was offi- next generation," Paige said. ·
"It's not often we can call a
cially announced, Education
During the reception, Paige secretary [of education] a true
secretary Roderick R. Paige was received a citation and a Howard friend of the university," she
honored with a special reception sweatshirt and was extolled as a said. According to McKenzie,
at Howard University last Friday great ally to the University and 'Swygert and Paige worked
to celebrate his achievements.
together to "address the proball HBCUs.
According to The Washington
University President H. lems of HBCUs."
Post, it was Paige who "spear- Patrick Swygert recalled Paige's
Alphonso Jackson, secheaded the implementation of actions when Morris Brown reta1y of Ho.using and Urban
the 'No Child Left Behind' act, a College lost its accreditation.
Development, was in attencenterpiece of President Bush's
"Secretary Paige answered dance and described Paige as
first-term domestic policy agen- the call and did everything he a "great American." He statda."
could," Swygert said. "[Morris ed that although he and Paige
On Friday, Jan. 7, before Brown] wouldn't have the fight- are Republicans, they are still
a gathering of about 400 stu- ing chance it has today but for dedicated to African-American
dents, faculty, and administra- Paige."
causes.
BY AYESHA RASCOE

~taya

Gilliam· Senior J>b-0.lo fAltor

Former U.S. Secretary of Education Roderick R. Paige was
instrumental in the " No Child Left Behind" legislation.

Howard·Leads in Tsunami Relief Effort
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Asst. Campus editor

Howard University organizations and agencies are forming
a united front as they contribute
to relief efforts in the aftermath
of the devastating tsunami~ that
have wreaked havoc from Africa
to .Mia.
More than 140,000 people
have died since the tsunamis
occurred on Dec. 26, 2004, and
millions have · been left homeless, according to CNN.com. In
response to this unprecedented
destruction, President Bush has
recruited his two predecessors,
Bill Clinton and George H.W.
Bush, to lead a massive private
fundraising drive for tsunami
victims, in addition to the $350
million the U.S. government has
allotted for aid. Bush has called
for all Americans to donate to this
cause.
"The devastation in the region
defies comprehension," Bush said.
"I ask every American to contrib"MM,timt;<'Om
ute as they are able to do so."
According to MSNBC.con1, Traveling at speeds greater than 500 mph, the tsunamis from an massive earthquake in the Indian Ocean left afterformer . presidents Clinton and shocks that were felt days later. Outreached hands from Asia to Afri ca await aid from countries and organizations after
Bush agree that cash donations the tsunami hit countries on Dec. 26.
are needed in lieu of food, water,
activities and the Red Cross is to raise at make a donation whether it be through it is fo.r the entire Howard community
and clothing donations.
On Howard's campus many organi- least $11,000 altogether, or roughly $1 Circle K, Red Cross, or any other orga- regardless of individual faiths.
"It's intended to be a time of unity
'zations are cooperating to answer this for every Howard student. Goins views nization," Singleton said. "I also want
this opportunity to help out amid such them to understand that even the small- for the entire university, believers and
call.
The Office of Student Activities and awesome destruction as a privilege for est of donations combined together will non-believers," Cooks said. "The sermake a large impact."
vice is really intended to be a symbolic
the Howard University Red Cross have the Howard community.
"This is a chance to really prove
While most organizations are response of the compassion we feel as
joined together offer the monetary aid
that we're really the leader of the global offering monetary gifts, the Religious students for the loss of life." He feels
to the relief efforts.
"We're asking for a donation frorp community that we claim to be," Goins Fellowship Council has collaborated that times like these can test people's
with various campus groups to conduct faith, so the service should allow people
each one of the 150 student organiza- said.
One student group that will be an interfaith prayer -service today at to address this disaster sincerely from a
tions," said Matthew Goins, assistant
director for publications in the Office of working with the Office of Student noon in Rankin Memorial Chapel for the faith perspective
Cooks, like Singleton, also encourStudent Activities. Goins· said that his Activities is Circle K International. tsunami victims, their loved ones and
office asked for a minimum of $20 from Sydney Singleton, president, said the the ongoing relief efforts. The service is aged students to be of service to those
each organization, although he hopes service organization will be collect- co-sponsored by the Howard University who are now in need.
"[We should] try to support our
that some organizations will give more. ing cash donations from its members. Student Association, Howard University
Also, the University's Red Cross Singleton encouraged students to get Red Cross, the Office of Student brothers and sisters any way we can,"
chapter will be taking donations from involved with the relief efforts by giving Activities and the Office of the Dean of Cooks said. "These are our brothers
the chapel. Religious Fellowship Council and sisters so we have a moral obligaindividuals on the ground level of the money.
"I would like for all HU students to chairperson Lindell Cooks stressed that tion to reach out to them."
Blackburn Center. The goal of student

.Celebrating the Legend and Hi~ Legacy
BY KAREN BRUNDIDGE
Contributing Writer

Every year on the third
Monday of January, most people do not have to report to work
or to school. That is because
that is the day that Dr. Martin
Luther King's legacy is observed
by nationally honoring his birthday, which actually falls on Jan.
15.
Born in 1929, King is one

Campus, A2-A4
Nauon & World. A&-A

of the most famed and influential leaders in black history. He
received national attention and
respect during the Montgomery
Bus Boycott. In 1968 in
Memphis, Tenn., King gave his
"I've been to the mountaintop"
speech and was assassinated the
next morning. He is buried at
what is now the Martin Luther
King Jr. National Historic Site in
his hometown of Atlanta.
The intention of Congress

was that the holiday "serve' as
a time for Americans to reflect
on the principles of racial equality and nonviolent social change
espoused by Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr."
Many Howard students feel
that the day is important and
that King should be properly
recognized.
"It's a day to celebrate him
and the whole civil rights movement and what it accomplished,"

said Lily Doxy, a sophomore
legal communications major.
Other students admit that
not everyone puts the day off to
good use.
"Martin Luther King Day is
an opportunity to reflect on the
accomplishments and sacrifices
of African-Americans in general and one man in particular,
and I think it's a shame that we
See LEGEND, News A4

Find out who
is still behind
bars ...

Find out how
C.A.R. makes a
difference ...

~

~
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"We might be Republicans,
but we wake up every morning Black," Jackson said. "We
believe in our Blackness."
Many Howard students
came out to help celebrate
Paige's accomplishments.
Tiffani Jones, a junior
English and French double
major, felt that Paige's recognition was well deserved.
"After all his years of service in education, it's only fitting
that he be honored in a place of
higher education, and what better place than Howard," Jones
said.
Paige seemed to share Jones'
sentiment about the event.
•
See PAIGE, News AS

;English
Named
New
Provost
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Asst. Campus Editor

Richard English, PhD.,
became Howard University's
new provos~ and chief academic
officer on Nov. 12, 2004. Prior
to his promotion, Eng1ish had
been acting as interim provost of
the university since the summer
of2003.
English is honored that
University President H. Patrick
Swygert, the board of tn1stees, and the faculty senate all
approved his SE'lection for this
new position.
"I am gratified to have the
widespread support for my
appointment from the Howard
University family," English said.
As provost, English feels it is
his duty to work with President
Swygert to achieve the goals conveyed in theStrategicFramework
for Action I and II, and to help
the university become a major
research institution.
"I will endeavor to attract
outstanding faculty and t o keep
them," English said. He also
plans "to develop further the
faculty reward systems; to enroll
and graduate outstanding students; to sustain our momentum to enhance our technological infrastructure ... and to promote excellence in teaching and
research."
Having served as dean of
Howard's School of Social Work
for 18 years before becoming
interin1 provost, English said
he enjoys the idea of working
in this new role. According to
English, his time as interim provost also helped him decide to
take the position.
"I was encouraged by the
achievements we were able to
make in my first year as interim
provost," he said. "The feedback
I received in response to our
accomplishments and strong
levels of support from staff, faculty and students was all encouraging."
Vice
Provost
Franklin
Chambers described one . of
English's achievements as interim provost. Chambers said that
,

See PROVOST, News AS
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AKAs Promote Economic Empowerment
BY MELANIE HOLMES
Campus Editor

What do
you think
Howard
should do to
further help
the countries
affected by
the tsunami?
'

'

Scott Barnes
Senior
Computer Science
"Send our prayers
to those who have
suffered. For us who
are broke, it's hard to
contribute monetarily."

Shante Mason
Sophomore
Civil Enigineering
"We can put on a
concert featw·ing
talented students at
Howard to raise money
to send to a relief fund."

Brittani Riddle
Freshman
Broadcast Journalism
"The clubs and
organizations could all
help to gather donations
to help the situation."

Events encouraging fitness and education were not the only ways Alpha
Chapter, Alpha. Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. recognized their founding this week.
On Monday, the sorority hosted a question and answer session in the Blackburn
East Ballroom titled "Who's the Boss?"
that enlightened over 100 students on
becoming an entrepreneur.
"One of our program targets is economic empowerment," said Pamela
Chew, the graduate adviser to Alpha·
Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. "Within that category, we wanted to
showcase successful women of color."
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
members Alyssa King Turner and Sdome
J. Tinker, both entrepreneurs, answered
the top five most frequently asked .questions by people considering starting a
business, "Where can I find a business
idea? How can I make it legal? When
can I get financial help? What kind of
things are vendors looking for to approve
business loans? Is it necessary to have a
lawyer to start a business?" and also took
questions from the audience.
While Turner works full-time, she
and her husband also own a cable contracting company called Non-Stop Cable.

Tla Goodson· Starr Photl>grlphtt

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. members Salome J. Tinker (L) and Alys&a
King Turner (R) advised students of the dos and don't s of becoming entrepreneurs Monday as a part of the sorority's Founders Week.

She advised students interested in starting any business to find something they
are passionate about.
''Your business is a representation of
yourself," Turner said. "Don't let anybody
fool you and think being an entrepreneur
is solely glamorous. There is probably a

lot of stress involved."
Turner pointed out that while the
money and freedom to make your own
decisions is nice, leisure time is minimal
and vacations are seldom.
"There are benefits [to being an
entrepreneur], but when you think about

all you have to do, you can't forget about
it; it's always on your mind."
'
Tinker also feels that entrepreneurship can be stressful.
"If you don't stay on top of your
business, you go out of business," Tinker
said. Tinker works for a federal banking
agency and she and her husband own a
professional tax, accounting and financial
consulting firm called TSC Enterprises.
She stated that it takes an aggressiv,e
person and a risk-taker to become an
entrepreneur.
"I think you should always have
your eggs ip. many baskets," Tinker said.
"Because when you lose you're money,
that's it."
Tinker also noted the correlation
between entrepreneurship and credit.
''You can receive financial help when
you get your credit straight," she said.
"You have to be mindful as a student,
because it will follow you."
Chew felt the event went well because
it offered an alternative approach to
informing students on what it takes to
become a successful entrepreneur.
"I think one of the key influences [of
the> event] is the real-life experience as
opposed to textbook knowledge," Chew
said. "[The students] were able to receive
real-life experiences and pros and cons of
starting a business."

Students ·C reate Award- MuSician Touches People
Winning Business Plans Through R~E.A.L. music
BY ADAM WYNN

BY LAUREN STEPHENS

Contributing Writer

Hilltop Staff Writer

transfer students attend four workshops
and four entrepreneur panels designed
to expose the student to entrepreneurIn order to expose students to entre- ship in 'their individual college.
preneurship by making students devise
One of ·the freshmen to attend
their own business plan, last Nov. 20, the mandatory workshops and panels
2004, an Entrepreneurial Boot Camp was Cheryl Webster, a clinical science
Business Plan Competition took place major.
in the Howard University School of
"I felt it was a good opportunity
Business.
for freshmen to learn about the idea of
Students were divided into 54 dif- entrepreneurship and learn the busiferent teams to compete for three prizes ness perspective and help freshmen be
totaling $t5,ooo. Of the 54 teams, 34 independent," Webster said. Webster
were chosen to present their busin~s said the boot camp gave her plenty of
plans. The judges of the event looked insight into one day owning her own
for how realistic the business plans fashion.line.
were, how knowledgeable students were
Lauren Chapman, a freshman int~r
about their plan and how well students national business major, also felt that
presented their plans. The top 10 teams the boot camp benefited her entreprewere chosen, of which three would win neurial aspirations in life.
the cash prizes.
"The boot camp gave me the break"We had plans ranging from food down in worksheet form of how to effecservice to beauty salons," said Tya tively start a new business," Chapman
Boyden, Boot Camp Coordinator. "As said.
I look back over the entire semester,
Chapman added that the boot camp
being the first year [this took place], I 3hould be continued next year to afford
feel that it was a success."
other students the same experience as
Of the three teams chosen for cash her.
prizes, The Six Stop came in first place
On the other hand, not all students
and won a cash prize of $7,500. Their who participated in the boot camp felt
winning business plans were vending that it was necessary.
machines where students could buy and
"I felt as if the boot camp workshops
rent DVDs.
were an inconvenience and should have
Bison Entertainment came in sec- been scheduled during the week," said
ond place with a cash prize of $4,500. Christalyn Betts, a freshman adminTheir plan was a video rental store simi- istration of justice major. "My major
lar to Blockbuster.
involves law enforcement and not startComing in third place was Wash n ing my own busine~s. l think that the
Wear, who received $3,000 for plan- boot camp should not be mandatory for
ning an on-ca1npus laundry service.
all freshmen, just those enrolled in the
One of the mandatory rules of the School of Business."
competition was that all freshmen and

"Playing for the Howard Gospel
Choir has [introduced] me to a higher
standard as far as musicianship than
was expected from other choirs I played
for before I got to Howard or even for my
home church's choir," Lewis said. "They
hold themselves to such a high standard
and that in turn pushed me to hold
myself to a higher standard. I've really
taken this time at Howard to polish what
I do and really make sure that what I do
now is better than what it used to be."
In addition to the work he does with
campus religious ministries such as the
choir and Wednesday Night Live, Lewis
also works as a musician and producer for the contemporary gospel group
R.E.A.L., an acronym that stands for
Radically Encouraged About Life.

While many children participate in
a variety of activities trying to find their
niche, a select few find an interest early
on that fascinates them through adolescence and into adulthood. Junior politi. cal science major Chris Lewis is among
the select few.
A pianist and organist, who is also
learning the bass guitar, Lewis developed
an undying and deep-seated interest in
music that began blossoming before he
was old enough to attend school.
A self-proclaimed perfectionist,
Lewis became interested in the piano at
age two and has been playing ever since,
mostly by ear.
At first playing the piano providSee MUSIC, Campus A4
ed an outlet solely for Lewis' creative
expression. However, he now realizes
the.power of music on others.
"I have always been one to want
whatever it is that I'm doing to be meaningful and when I started to see the
effect that my music would have on other
people, it really made me want to pursue it as a career," Lewis said. "I'm still
working to understand the psychological
effects of music on people, even deeper
than the spirit and the anointing.
Lewis made his first strides toward
pursuing music as a career at the age of
13, when he began to play the piano at
his church, Christian Tabernacle Church
of God and Christ in Kansas City, Mo.
Photo C04Jrt<$)' of Christopher Lewis
After getting a chance to meet with
a member of the Howard Gospel Choir, Junior political science major
Lewis made a seamless transition to Christopher Lewis is an active musl·
playing the piano for the choir his fresh- clan who enjoys inspiring people
through his diverse talents.
man year.

C.A.R. Deemed a Driving Force of Success for Students
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Hakeem Harmon
Sophomore
Radio,TV, & Film

"I think Swygeri: should
donate some of our
money to the relief
fund, and take the
check there· personally."
,

Pbotos by 1>atrlck John.«>n-Stalf
Photograpli.tr

•

Jordon Colb<l· Asst. Photo Editor

Professors at the Center for Academic Reinforcement encourage students no matter what
course level they're at.

...
'

In an effort to offer the best ·
possible education and learning opportunities, Howard
University offers the Center for
Academic Reinforcement.
The program, located
in the School of Education,
has b~en in eldstence since
1974. Offering classes in basic
mathematics, reading, writing,
verbal and study skills. Other
topics include test-taking
skills, time management, getting around the city and more.
Besides being a regular
course offered to students
during registration on Banner
Web, these classes are normally recommended by advisers
and professors to students who
score below average on either
the SAT II in verbal, or on the
regular placement exams given
at the beginning of the year in
various subjects.
"Some students heed the
advice and some students reg-

ister in their desired course
level," said Professor Thomas
Lawson of the C.A.R. program.
"Many
students
feel
ashamed to take our courses,
but it has been proven that our
program has helped to produce
a greater number of graduates
from the university. Many professors here at Howard and
famous graduates have been
through our program, so there
is nothing to be ashamed of."
Freshman Jillian Johnson
decided to take the basic math
course.
1
'1 liked the class because
the students are given a pass
or fail grade and the topics
were things that I had already
learned in high school,"
Johnson said. "So it was more
of a refresher course which was
easy and enjoyable."
The 'program also has a
math laboratory equipped with
over 10 computers and offers all
university students one-on-one
See C.A.R., Campus A4
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"I'n1 looking forward to finding myself through
education and interaction with others. I certainly
want to make the inost of every semester I'm here. In
essence, I hope to prepare myself for my future goals
and aspirations."

"I hope to become !J10re politically involved
ohcampus and to turn Drew Hall Counsel into
an organizatjon."

·'I'1n looking forward to the spring because I
heard that tba('s when the campus comes alive.
I·m also looking forward to more semesters at
Howard because my first one was great."

John Horhn, business management

Diego Humphrey, biology
Joshua Thomas, print journalism

"I hope to go to medical school after college. I \Vant
to volunteer at a hospital so that I can get experience
at what I want to be."

Jasmine McNeal, biology

"l \Vant to get an internship and higher my GPA
Also, I want to pursue my career early so that I
will have job experience and take more classes
that pertain to my major and crack down on my
work."

"I'm looking forward to finding out what I \Vant to do with my
degree and the experiences that come with it."

. Gerard Stephens, economics
•

Javier Ramos, broadcast journalism

.

.

"I just want to graduate with a stable GPA to
get me into grad school along with gaining the
college experience so I have no regrets."

Kayeann Christie, biology

"I'm looking forward to maintaining good grades for
medical school and spending time with my girls before
summertime."

~

.

l

"I'm looking forward to takifig more courses that are
concerned with Blac~ awareness."

Ikenna Clark, civil engineering

"I'm looking forward to the eJ_Cperiences and
oppottunities Howard has to offer now that I've
gotten into the fl.o\v of how everything works at
Howard."

"I'm looking forward to a smooth semester and being
able to get a 4.0 in order to get a scholarship for next
year."

Alicia Rodrigo, business marketing

Toni Rol1le, fashion merchandising

Courtney Hudson, sports medicine pre-med
"I sti ll need to adjust to the D.C. area."

Habakkuk Appiah. pre-pharmacy
Compiled by Candice McCollough

•

..

Your

Dream:

IT BEGINS ON THE STREETS.
IT ENDS HERE.

"I want to become a doctor."

Your

"I do~ 't have the

• required courses
Real 1ty: ror medical school."
The Johns Hopkins Post-Baccalaureate
Premedical Program prepares college
g raduates with strong academic
records to apply to the best medical
schools by giving them the personal
attention , the necessary science and
math courses, and one-to-one
academic advising .
If you or someone you kn ow w a nts to
pursue a ca reer as a docto r, apply
during the application period of
September 1 to March 1.
For more Information, visit
www.jhu.edt.1/po.tba'c or call 410-516-

7748.

JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVl!R

SITY

Post-Baccalaureate
Premedical Progra!"

'

•

•
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ASSC Hosts First Book Swap
BY CANDICE MCCOLLOUGH
Contributing Writer

Approximately 70 to 100 students
attended the book-swapping event
hosted by the Arts and Sciences Student
Council on Wednesday from 11_a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Blackburn West Ballroom.
Students were allowed to bring their
bo.oks to sell or trade to other students
while requesting the books they need
for their own classes. Simultaneously,
the one dollar registration fee per student will be donated to the Red Cross ·
tsunami relief fund.
"As a whole, the council expected
more people to come, but the turnout
was great for what it was," said the
event coordinator Jennifer Jenkins, a
junior psychology major.
Most participants feel that it was .
an overall success. LaShaya Howie, a
junior African-American studies major,
applauds the succesi; of the book swap.
"It provided an avenue where people could get what they need," Howie
~farle11e

Jlawthrone- St~IT Photogropher

Between 70 and 100 students
exchanged books at the book-swap
hosted by the Arts and Sciences
Student Council on Wednesday. ·

said. "We didn't want to control prices.
I think that it was what it was supposed
to be."
Though the number of people who ,
came and participated was lower than
expected, the c01nmittee who put it
together is optimistic about future book
swaps.
Some students said they were not
'I
aware that there was going to be a book
swap.
I
"Had I known o'f the book swap, I
would have participated," said junior
legal commµnications major Chanel
McCain. "They should have had better
advertising." Jenkins agrees, saying the
public relations efforts was not as effective as it should have been.
"What we didn't predict was exactly
how much PR we needed," she said. "It
was supposed to be for all students, not
just Arts and Sciences. We didn't stress
that the fliers were to go everywhere
around campus."
Jenkins suggested that another
possible reason for low student attendance was that most students apparently already had books by the time
the book-swapping event took place.
Because there were not enough participants, many books were left unsold, not
bought, or not swapped.

"Some were luckier than others
in selling or swapping their books,"
says sophomore chemistry major Myla
Jones, who is also treasurer of the Arts
and Sciences Student Council.
Christetta Stone, a senior English
major who volunteers for the Arts and
Sciences Student Council, suggests that
the next time the event is held, it should
be earlier in the semester before students have obtained all of their books.
"Perhaps there would have been xnore
individual success with people selling
and buying books ifthe timing is right,"
Jones said.
Though many students were
unaware of its occurrence, the bookswapping event was still considered to
be an overall success due to the hard
work of the council and the event coordinator. In the future, the Arts and
Sciences Student Council hopes to get
more schools involved.
"If other schools get involved
then there will be more of a variety
of books," says junior political science
major Shermena Nelson.
"The main goal was to have a place
where everyone could c9me sell and
buy books instead of all those fliers
evel)'\-vhere," Nelson said.

\
j

Moment in Howard History

J\ Jltmne1it In

rtfs

The Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
. She explained that 18 years tion takes the privilege of life for
Contributing Writer
after King's death, the struggle for granted because we have less to
equality had continued.
fight for. I will forever be thankful
On· Jan. 15, 1929, an activist,
Thearticlepublishedexpressed to Dr. King."
preacher, motivational speaker, her feelings on Dr. King, stating,
Other students share enthusihusband, father, and philosophi- "Martin Luther King, Jr. started a asm for King's success in ending
cal doctor was born. His name revolution which helped us identi- segregation and preaching equalwas Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. fy with ourselves. He brought out _ity.
Wherever there was injustice, the best in Black people."
"As the 'future of tomorrow,'
King was on the front line ready
With King's death now 37 I don't know if any students of
to oppose the opposition . .
years past, many Howard students today's generation are strong
In Jan. of 1986, neverly Hunt, still appreciate his determination enough to fight a battle such as
a Hilltop staff reporter, wrote an for equality among all Americans. Dr. King," said Shelby Edmond, a
article entitled "Students Reflect Revae Tharps, a sophomore legal junior marketing major.
on a Legacy."
communications major, expressed
"For his dream of freedom,
' not only did he put his life on
"A new generation of Blacks a great appreciation for King.
are around and one wonders
"I am so thankful for African- the line, but his friends' and his
whether today's students at Americans like Martin Luther family's lives also. He is truly a
Howard University are aware of King, Jr. and Rosa Parks," Tharps legacy that will never die. I truly
and appreciate the commitment said. "They went beyond the call appreciate Dr. King."
towards justice set before us by of duty to fight for equality and
forefathers," Hunt said.
freedom. I think today's generaBY ANDREA J . HILL

C.A.R. Is a Teaching Tool for Students

Recognizing and Remembering King
LEGEND, from Campus A 1

don't do more to observe it,"
said junior mechanical engineering major Earl Fitzhugh.
StudentslikeErinFerguson,
a junior political science major,
agree that more could be done.
"In keeping with Black complacency, most people are regarding it as just a day off, and I am
a product of it as well."
Students can find activities offered through organizations on campus that would
allow them to help serve their
communities that day. Beta
Chapter, Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. will participate

in community service activities try to help feed and clothe the
on Martin Luther King Day.
homeless. WFOP, We Feed Our
Chequan Lewis pointed out People, takes place ·annually in
that King was not just impor- front of the Martin Luther King
tant because he was a mem- Library on Ninth and G Streets
ber of the same fraternity, but N.W. Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
because of what he stood for.
usually participates in this
"Dr. King stood for civil event.
disobedience and nonviolent
Also, the Howard University
protests all in the name of cre- Community Association will be
ative civil rights, a role that can- participating in a community
not be glorified enough," Lewis service project at Roosevelt
said. "If it were not for him, I High School i:o improve the
shutter to think what race rela- facilities of local schools.
tions would be like."
In 1988, in Washington
"Everybody can be great,
D.C., a community-based coali- because everybody can serve,"
tion of many individuals and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
organizations wa~ formed to

C.A.R. from Campus A2

time ·with hired tutors who are
interviewed and screened regularly. Professor Cutis Martin,
who teaches Algebra I, recommends the math tutorial lab to
all of his students.
"I realize that some students
aren't prepared when they enter
the class, and the tutorial lab is
where I and my colleagues try
to send them," Martin said. "I
immediately see a change in my
students' performance after they
have been to the lab."
Sophomore print journalism
major Erica Nzei took the C.A.R.
verbal class. "The teacher was

very hands-on with students and the C.A. R. program even prewent over things very well to pares high school students durensurethateveryoneunderstood, ing the sum.mer months with a
which is not common with many pre-orientation program which
professors," Nzei said. 'Overall hopes to make the transition
it was a great experience and I from high school to college
think we all benefited from the easier, and gives students more
class." According to Director confidence before enrolling in
Valerie Lawson, the program college classes.
was ranked the best academic
For more information, the
support program in the country C..A.R. office is open Monday
during the 1980s.
through Friday from 8:30 am
"[The program] continues to to 5:00 pm and is located at
help produce students who suc- 2441 Fourth Street in the School
cessfully complete their majors of Education. They can also be
at the highest rate of gradua- reached a (202) 806-7634.
tion." .
For prospective students,

-

Lewis a Multi-Talented
Musician
MUSIC, from Campus A2

"It's a local group that
was built this past summer...
[a fiiend] brought me on
board to play with the band...
I liked the concept so much
that I told them anytime
you ever need me, I'll support you. Now I'm [in charge
of] the live aspects of their
performance and I have also
produced a few songs for
their project."
The trio consists of sophomore music business m11jor
Clifton Ross, junior public
relations major Jarmone
Davis and a non-Howard
student, Scott Forbes. Each
member contributes a distinct
vocal style ranging from neosoul to traditional gospel on
songs such ~s "On the Inside"

"

I

and "Make a Difference."
And while music is definitely his forte and his focus, ·
Lewis hopes to use his success and relationships as a
musician and producer to
start an entertai~ment law
firm focusing on AfricanAmerican talent and a record
label.
In the meantime, Lewis is
working diligently to achieve
his career goals while staying
focused and riever compromising his values.
"Having a talent given
from God, I have to make
sure that God gets his glory
out of it first," he said. "I
have aspirations to do R&B,
but I do have personal and
moral limits as far as what
I'm going to put out there."

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers anew issue.
'
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Students Inspired by Paige
PAIGE, from Campus A 1

.
'

'

"I think it's very special,"
he said. "This is a tren1endous university."
Paige also remarked that
a reception was also held him
at Howard when he was first
named secretary fou r years
ago, so he has been honored
at both ends of his tenure.
According to his biography on www.wnitehouse.gov,
Paige was born to two educators in segregated Monticello,
[Miss.] in 1933. He received
his Bachelors degree from
Jackson State University,
and his master's and doc_toral degrees from Indiana
University.
After working
as a teacher and serving as
the dean of the College of

Education at Texas Southern lations, some of those attendUniversity, Paige eventually ing the reception still said they
became superintendent of the were inspired by Paige's work
Houston Independent School and felt the reception was a
District, the seventh largest nice way to show gratitude for
school district in the nation. It his service.
was at this post that he became
"Ile definitely a trailSecretary of Education, the blazer," said Freda Henry,
first school superintendent to vice
president
of the
ever rise to this position. The Howard University Student
Washington Post reported Association. "I'm interested
that as secretary, Paige was in education so he's definitely
very loyal to President Bush someone I look up to."
and worked hard to pro1note
University
Provost
the 'No Child Left Behind' Richard English said this was
act. Despite his efforts, many an opportunity for Howard
observers felt that "the real University to demonstrate its
power over education poli- appreciation. '"This is a way
cy lay in the White House," to say thank you, and a job
according to The Washington well done," English said.
Post.
Regardless of these specu-

Dr. Richard English .Moves
From Social Work to Provost
two master's degrees and a doctorate from the University of
lhe university had been hying Michigan. He also served as a
to implement a faculty workload visiting Distinguished Professor
policy for several years; under at the University of Texas at
English this finally came to frui- Austin School of Social Work,
tion.
as well as1 a visiting scholar
"[English] got it done,"
at Hebrew University Paul
Chambers said. He attributed Baerwald School of Social Work
this accomplishment to English's
in J erusale1n, Israel.
fairness and open mind on facNot only has his experiulty concerns. Chambers, perence in academia prepared him
sonally, said he is pleased that
for this position, but the variEnglish is the new provost.
ous roles he has held while at
"I do not think we could have
Howard make him a suitable
had a better choice," Chambers choice for provost, said R.C.
said. "His years of experience in
Blackwell, assistant dean of the
academia prepared him best for
School of Social Work.
that position."
Blackwell explained that
In addition to his years at
English was a ~ands-on dean
Howard, English was a faculty who taught classes, advised stumember at the University of dents, and participated in scholMichigan's School ofSocial Work arly research, so he can· relate
for 20 }'.ears. English received to being a faculty member and
PROVOST, from Campus A 1

'I

'
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being an administrator.
"He was the type who rolled
up his sleeves," Blackwell said.
"He would not ask you to do
anything that he would not do."
Blackwell also stressed that
English was concerned about
the feelings of faculty nlembers.
"He sought out opinions and
evaluated them to make the best
decision," Blackwell said.
Conrad Woody, president of
the Howard University Student
Association, also described
English as an administrator who
is open to the interests of the
students. Woody said English
is very receptive and that it is
the responsibility of students to
seek him out.
"I encourage students to get
to know the provost," Woody
said. "He is accessible."

•
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may ensure a quick confirmation.
"Judge Mike Chertoff has
tile resume to be an excellent
Homeland Security secretary,
given his Jaw enforcement background and understanding... of
America's neglected homeland security needs," said Sen.
Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.).
But Chertoff may face opposition from one prominent democrat on Capitol Hill, Sen. Hillary
Rodharh Clinton (D-N.Y.). From
1994 to 1996, Chertoff served
as 'council to the Whitewater
Committee, which was responsible for investigating business
dealings of Former President
Bill Clinton and then First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton.
The Whitewater investigation eventually led to President
Clinton's impeachment in the
House of Representatives. An
independent council later determined the Whitewater inves-

At the time, Chertoff said
allowing Moussaoui access
would cause "immediate and
irreparable harm" to the nation's
security. Chertoff praised his
predecessor, saying Ridge left
some "very big shoes to fill. " If
confinned, Chertoff promised
to do everything in his power
citizens...
to maintain U1e delicate balance
As a federal appeals court behveen protecting civil liberties
judge, Chertoff sits on the 3rd · and actively pursuing terrorists
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, who may be Jiving in the U.S.
.which handles cases for New
"If confirmed, I pledge to
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware devote all my energy to promotand the Virgin Islands. Before . ing homeland security and all
becoming a judge, Chertoff our fundamental liberties," he
worked in the justice depart- said.
ment's criminal division for
Chertoff is known to be
hvo years as an assistant atlor- an excellent manager, a trait
ney general. While a justice, the White House hopes will be
Che1toff argued a case for the enough to address the concerns
government in which the justice of many who say the Department
department sought to deny ter- of Homeland Security is in dis( ..>r suspect Zacarias Moussaoui, array.
access to other al Qaeda memDemocrats seemed to be
bers in US custody.
pleased with Chertoff, which

Bush Names New Chief
Of Homeland Security
.

BY KEVIN HARRIS

Security will be led by a practiNation & World Editor
cal organizer, a skilled manager
President Bush on Tuesday and a brilliant thinker," said
nominated Michael Chertoff, a · Bush while nominating Chertoff
federal appeals court judge, to in the Roosevelt Room of the
replace Tom Ridge as Secretary White House.
The president also credited
of the Department of Homeland
Chertoff with being an early
Security.
Bush saic! Cbertoff bas advocate for stopping terrorbeen instrumental in the War ist acts before they occur in the
on Terror, crediting him with United States.
"He understood immedihelping to link Al-Qaeda to the
September 11, 2001 attacks on ately that the strategy on the
the World Trade Center and War on Terror is to prevent the
attacks before they occur," Bush
Pentagon.
"When [Chertoff] is con- said. "He's faced countless chalfirmed by the Senate, the lenging decisions and has helped
Department
of
Homeland to protect his fellow American

Dean Announces
Bid for DNC Chair
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

Former Vermont governor and presidential hopeful
Howard Dean announced his
candidacy, Tuesday, to become
the new chairman of the
Democratic National Committee
(DNC). Dean's announcement
makes him the most prominent
and controversial candidate in
the race.
During his presidential bid
last year, Dean railed against
the Democratic establishment,
calling them "Republican-lite."
In his announcement, Dean did
not back away from his contention that Democrats too often
side wit h rRpublicans, failing
to adequately present opposing
views to GOP initiatives.
"We will only win when we
show up and fight for the issues
important to all of us," said
Dean in a statement released on
his internet blog. "We must say
what we mean and mean real
change when we say it."
Ifhe wins tile chairmanship,
Dean said he plans to dramatically reshape the party, putting
more emphasis on grassroots

•

organizing at all levels of government.
"The Democratic
Party needs a vibrant, forwardthinking, long term presence in
every single state and we must
be willing to contest every race
at every level," Dean's statement read.
Dean said that no Democrat
will win the presidency in 2008
without the party overcoming the advantage Republicans
seem to have on getting out
tlleir message. "The problem is
that the Republican propaganda
machine is better than ours,"
said Dean to The Washington
Post.
Prominent
Democrats
including Sen. Ed"".ard M.
Kennedy CD-Mass) echoed
Dean's calls for the Democrats
to actively present alternate
"""'·~n.ca.rom
views to Republicans. "We Howard Dean says the Democratic Party needs to stand up to
cannot move our party or our Republicans more aggressively.
nation forward under pale
colors and timid voices," said Democratic activists are not charges from Republicans that
Kennedy in a speech before the sure that Dean is the right man the party is weak on defense and
National Press Club. "We can to chair the DNC because of his national security. ".. .I think he
not become Republican clones. perceived liberal vi~ws. They would be a disastrous choice to
If we do, we will lose again, and fear Dean \viii make it harder head the party because of the
for Democrats to win over vot- image he projects on national
deserve to lose."
Though they admit the ers in the conservative South
See DEAN, NewsA11
party is in need of reform, many and Midwest, as well as bolster

ligation lacked sufficient evidence to bring criminal charges
against the Clintons. As senator, Clinton cast tile only vote
against Cheitoff when he was
nominated to the appeals court
in 2003.

Nation & World
Briefs

Nelson Mandela's Son
Dies of AIDS-Related

Illness
Makgatho Mandela, the
son of former South African
president Nelson Mandela,
died last week from an AIDS
related illness, various news
outlets report. He was 54,
a lawyer and father of four.
His son's death sparked
Mandela, a long time advocate for AIDS awareness, to
strongly urge other families
to speak openly about the
.. ww.rudlo.rom
disease. Since leaving office
in 1999, Mandela bas publicly acknowledged that his administration did too little to
tackle the AIDS epidemic ravaging South Africa. The United
Nations reports that more tllan five million South Africans
are infected with HIV, making it the country with the largest
number of cases.

U.S. Reports First Job Incr ease Since 2001
Recession
After three years of job losses, the labor department
reported that employers added 2.2 million jobs in 2004, various news outlets report. The added jobs were the first net gain
in jobs since before the recession of 2001. "The good news is
that the jobless recovery is reliably behind us," said economist
Jared Bernstein to The Washington Post. "Most industries
are expanding, tllough there are signs that employers have not
fully abandoned tlleir cautious hiring practices." The new jobs
helped to push the unemployment rate down to 5-4 percent
from 5.7 percent.

BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
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Chertoff is a former lawyer
for the justice department.

Flu Vaccine May Be Wasted
Health officials are worried doses of the flu vaccine could
be wasted if more Americans don't go to their doctors to
recelve the shot, various news outlets report. More than a
dozen states have reported having enough flu vaccine to meet
demand and are asking federal officials to hold off on sending
additional shots. Officials blame the potential surplus on a
mild flu season as well as many high risk Americans opting
to forgo their flu shots. Aventis Pasteur, the leading supplier
of flu vaccine to the United States, says it still has over three
million doses to distribute to American consumers. An additional one million doses are expected to arrive from Europe.

Hilltop Staff Writer

Defense lawyers for Andrea Yates, the
suburban mom who drowned her five children three years ago, announced earlier
this mont4 they will not seek to have Yates
released from a psychiatric detention center. The announcement comes on the heels
of a Texas court's decision to overturn her
convictions.
"She is in tile very best possible place,
all things considered, at this time and in
this place under these circumstances," said
Yates' lead attorney, George Parnam, to
reporters.
The Texas 1st Court of Appeals decided
to overturn Yates' conviction after concluding key testimony from an expert witness
for the state was false. The court said Dr.
Park Dietz, a mental health expert, falsely
testified that a television episode of "Law
& Order: Special Victims Unit" may have
given Yates the idea to drown her children
and claim insanity to escape murder charges. Lawyers for Yates contacted producers
for the show and were told that no such
episode ever aired. The show was critical
to the decision to convict Yates, because
prosecutors told jurors during the trial that
Yates was a huge fan of "Law and Order"
and watched the show regularly.
"As a matter of fact, there was a show
of a woman with postpartum depression
who drowned her children in the bathtub
and was found insane and it was aired
shortly before the crime occurred," Dietz
said to jurors while being questioned by
prosecutors. Given that Yates was a fan of
tile show, the court determined that Dietz's
false testimony could have wrongly influenced jurors to convict Yates.
"We conclude that there is a reasonable
likelihood that Dr. Dietz's false testimony
could have affected the judgment of the

,...,.w.1,l.com
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Yates to Remain .in Psychiatric Ward
Despite Conviction Being Overturned
..

•

CIA Criticized For Counterterrorism Efforts Before
9 / 11

An unreleased report written by tile CIA inspector general, says that senior officials within the CIA failed to direct
adequate resources to counterterrorism and underestin1ated
the threat al qaeda posed to.the United States, various news
outlets report. The report does not mention any officials by
name, but instead renders blame by mentioning job titles.
Among them, former CIA director George Tenet, former operations director James L. Pavitt, as well as a number of administrative chiefs. Pavitt, in an interview with The Washington
Post, disagreed with the reports findings. "It's a misreading
and misunderstanding of how resources were being used,
Pavitt said. "We warned and we warned and we warned." The
CIA declined to comment on the report.

Andrea Yates' case was overturned after it was found that a mental health expert
gave false testimony at her trial.

jury," the appeals court found. "We further
conclude that Dr. Dietz's false testimony
affected the substantial rights of the appellant."
Neitller the prosecution nor defense
disputed tile fact that Yates was mentally ill,
but the question left hanging was whether
she knew what she was doing when she
murdered her children. Texas law requires
that a jury find a person to not know their
actions were "Yrong at the ti1nc of the crime
in order to receive a not guilty verdict by

'

reason of insanity. The only expert to
clailn Yates defied this requirement was Dr.
Dietz.
According to CNN.com, the courts also
found tllat Dietz did not intentionally provide false testimony, and prosecution did
not know tile testimony was incorrect. Even
though this is the case, Dietz's reputation is
under scrutiny from colleagues.
"In a case like this, you ought to be

1

Rehnquist Still Absent
From Supreme Court
Chief Justice William
Rehnquist was not in attendance when the Supreme
Court reconvened Monday
after a one-month winter
break, various news outlets
report. Rehnquist is still
recovering from treatments
he is receiving for thyroid
cancer. "Because of continuing secretions caused by his
tracheotomy and radiation
www.law.cornell.tdu
therapy, J ustice Rehnquist
will not sit on the bench
when the court reconvenes,"
read a statement from the Supreme Court. The statement said
despite his absence, Rehnquist will participate in the "internal
discussionsn of the court as well as vote on cases.
See BRIEFS, News A 11

See YATES, News A11
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Administrators Crack Down on College Drinking
BY AMANDA NEMBHARD
Contributing Writer

An unfortunate string of
deaths last year were due to
underage drinking on college
campuses, which has led school
administrators and law enforcement officials to seek new initiatives aimed at curving the
problem. Many who have studied the problem say the efforts
universities have made so far
to deter underage clrinking are
inadequate.
"It's locking the barn door
after the horse has been 3tolen,"
said Henry Wechsler to USA
Today. Wechsler is a Harvard
University researcher who has
studied drinking on college campuses.
"The schools that have the
greatest problems take the easiest solutions. They have educational programs and re-motivation. programs. But they don't
try to change the system. These
deaths are just the tip of the
. b erg."
ice
.
Among the deaths Wechsler
is refer.ring too, is Samantha
Spady, a 19-year-old Colorado

State University student who
was found dead after over
drinking. CNN.com reports that
Spady consumed as many as 40
dri nks before she died.
Similarly, authorities in
Oklahoma found Lynn Gordon
Bailey Jr., 18, a University of
Oklahoma student dead with a
blood alcohol level more than five
times the legal limit. Statistics
show underage drinkers account
for a staggering amount of alcohol consumed in the United .
States. On their website, advocacy group Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD) say that
underage drinkers account for
10 to 20 percent of all alcohol
consumed in the United States.
Other statistics, provided by The National Center on
Addiction and Substance Abuse
at Columbia University (CASA),
show that 87 percent of adults
who drink, began drinking
before they were 21. Experts
have offered many theories to
answer the question of why so
many underage teenagers drink.
Most blame the problem on peer
pressure and a desire to explore
independence from home. Many

The high rates for underHoward students agree.
"As soon as you get to col- age drinking has inspired many
lege, you arc away from your on Howard's campus to take
parents with no sense of con- steps to educate their peers.
trol," said freshman undecided . Sophomore psychology major
major, Eric Howard. "You are Amanda Clincysurveyed Howard
free so you feel like you are an students about substance abuse
adult and the adult thing to do for her English class. Out of the
is drinking."
50 students she surveyed, an
Howard went on to say overwhelming majority admitdespite laws designed to stop ted to underage drinking.
"The majority of people I
teenagers from getting alcohol, many quickly adapt and interviewed were sophomores
find ways around the laws. and about 80 percent of .them
"In house ·parties it is like a said that they engage in drinking
regular thing [to drink] because ·either on the weekends, weekthere are punch bowls and there days, or both," said Clincy.
is no age limit or ID requireAs a response to underage
ments, but at clubs it is rare drinking, organizations as well
but so.:\e people have fake ID's," as individuals have taken it
Howard said.
upon themselves to help reduce
Fake identification laws the growing number.
have been instated in all 50
The Boston Globe pubstates including Washington, lished an article stating that
D.C. Liquor stores can also lose the police force in Chelsea,
their license if they knowingly Massachusetts has collabosell alcohol to people under 21. rated with the CHAMPION
However, students continue to Youth/Chelsea Coalition Lo
find ways to get alcohol.
target those over 21 who buy
"Very often people do get 21 drinks for underage youth.
year olds to buy them drinks," For more informat ion on undersaid freshman psychology major, age drinking go to· www.madd.
Lisandra Green.
org.

On Congl'ess
"Our representative
democracy is not working
because the Congress that
is supposed to represent
the voters does not
respond to their needs. I
believe thc:> chief rl'ason for
this is that it is ruled by a
small group of old men."

On Her Wbite House
Bid
MI stand before you today
Jesse Jackson called Shirley Chisholm a woman of great
courage.

In Memoriam:
Shirley Chisholm
(1924 - 2005)
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World editor

Shirley Chisholm, the first
African-American woman elected to Congress and later the
first Black person to seek the
nomination of a major political
party died on Jan. 3, 2005 at
the age of 80. The Rev. J esse
J ackson called her a "woman of
great courage." Whether it was
standing up for women's rights,
minority rights, children's rights
or speaking out in opposition
to the Vietnam War, Shirley
Chisholm showed great courage and an incredible knack for
going against the status quo.
Upon eht ering Congress to
represent the 12th Congressional
District of New York, Shirley
Chisholm called Congress "clubby" and "unresponsive." She
would later write in her book
"The Good Fight" that "our representative democracy is not
working because the Congress
that is supposed to represent the
voters doe's not respond to their
needs. I believe the chief reason
for this is that it is ruled by a
small group of old men."
The eldest of four daughters
born to Caribbean immigrants,
Chisholm knew racism well but
never used it as an excuse for not
achievening excellence. From
· her days as a college student
at Brooklyn College, where .she
majored in sociology, Chisholm
fought against racism. When
Black students on campus were
denied admittance into a social

club, Chisholm started one of
her own.
Her activism followed her,
helping her to become more
involved in politics. In 1960, she
formed the Unity Democratic
Club, which was instrumental in
helping to mobilize Black and
Hispanic voters. Chisholm ran
for and won her first elective
office in 1964, when she became
a member of The New York
General Assembly where she
served until 1968.
As
an
assemblyman,
Chisholm proposed legislation to increase aid to .schools
and day care centers. In 1968,
armed 'with the· campaign slogan "Fighting Shirley Chisholm,
Unbought
and
Unbossed,"
Chisholn1 ran for and became
a member of the United States
House of Representatives. She
immediately hired an all female
staff, and through speeches on
the House's floor as well as policy proposals, helped to make
civil rights, women's rights and
helping the poor a part of the
debate in American politics.
After winning re-election in
1972, Chisholm announced her
candidacy for the presidency
of the United States. In her
announcement, Chisholm said
"I stand before you today as a
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for the Presidency
of the United States. I am not
the candidate of Black America,
although I am Black and proud.
I am not the candidate's of the
won1en's movement of this coun-

Administrators are w orking on new polici es to combat underage drinking.

BY KEVIN HARRIS

aid. Annan and heads of relief
organizations have praised
the tremendous outpouring of
Kofi Annan, secretary gen- support from the internationeral for the United Nations, al community, but some have
urged wealthy countries not to expressed concern that the
renege on aid pledges already world may turn its back on the
made to victims of last month's tsunami victims once publicity.
Tsunami, and said one billion dies down.
additional dollars are needed
Many are basing this on
for relief efforts currently tak- experiences from past traging place.
edies, in which the world failed
The secretary general to adequately help victims of a
described the world's efforts to u·agedy despite the fact that the
help survivors as "a race against level of devastation and number
time" and said he wanted coun- of lives lost was significantly
tries to focus on making cash smaller when compared to the
pledges instead of giving other tsunami crisis. For example, a
forms of aid. "Many of the donor conference was held for
pledges have come to us in Afghanistan after the United
cash and in kind," Annan said States removed the Taliban
to reporters outside of a relief from power four years ago.
summit held for the Tsunami At that conference, wealthy
victims in Jakarta. "We need nations agreed to p rovide nearthe rest of the pledges to be ly two billion dollars in aid,
converted into cash quickly."
but Afghanistan's President
To date, the international Hamid Karzai said recently
community has offered four he has received less than half
billion dollars in various forms of that amount. "There was
of relief. Annan and other U.N. a pledging conference, and a
officials said the additional one year later Hamid Karzai was
billion dollars would be used to saying 'Where's the money,"'
maintain the current relief effort said Heather Hill, a spokesperfor six more months. "While son for the United Nations to
the current aid effort is enor- USA Today.
mous and tremendous progSimilarly in 2003, followress has already been made .... ing a devastating earthquake in
unless this is sustained, the sys- Iran that killed 26,000 people,
tem could collapse," said a U.N. donors pledged to give one bilrepresentative to various news lion dollars in assistance. Two
outlets. If the current effort years later, the Iranian govisµ't sustained, health officials ernment says they have- only
fear that up to 150,000 survi- received $17.5 million. In addivors could die from infectious tion to killing thousands, offidiseases created by unsanitary cials estimate the tsunami has
conditions.
left anywhere from three to five
Additional aid, health million people homeless. To
officials say, would be used combat this the United Nations
to provide water purification announced that it would build
gear, rudimentary toilets, food, refugee centers for those who
medicine and other medical are displaced.
Nation & World editor

• • • • •• • ••
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More Money Needed for
Tsunami Relief Efforts

Quotes
From
Shirley
Chisholm

as a candidate for the
Den1ocratic nomination
for the Presidency of the
United States. I am not
the candidate ofBlack
An1erica, although I am
Black and proud. I am
not the candidate's of the
women's movement of
this country, although I
am a woman, and I am
equally proud of that. I
ain not the candidate of
any political bosses or
special interests. I am the
candidate of the people."

•

.

On Her Politics
"?l.fy greatest political
assest, which professional
politicians fear, is 1ny
mouth, out of which
comes all kindc; of things
one shouldn't always
discuss for reasons of
political expediency. I am
the people's politician. If
the day should ever con1e
when the people can't
save me, I'll know rm
:finished."
try, although I am a woman, and
I am equally proud of that. I am
not the candidate of any political
bosses or special interests. I am
the candidate of the people."
Though
unsuccessful,
Chisholm did receive 152 delegates at the Democratic Party's
convention. Chisholm later stated it was never her intention to
win, but rather to raise the profile of African-Americans and
women in the political debates
of this country.
"I ran for the presidency,
despite hopeless odds, to demonstrate the sheer will and
refusal to accept the status quo,"
she wrote in her book. "The next
time a woman runs, or a black, a
Jew or anyone from a group that
the country is not ready to elect
to its highest office, I believe that
he or she will be taken seriously
from the start." After losing her
White House bid, Chisholm
returned to Congress where she
served until retiring in 1983.

Contributions
Given
Towards The
Tsunami
\

•••••• •••
United States: $350 million in taxpayer rnoney,
$245 n1illion in private
donations, Additional military and logistics support
not included in the $350
million package.

.

Australia: $810 million in
ta.x payer money, $58 niillion in private donations

Germany: $674 n1illion in
tax payer 111oncy, $130 million in private donations

Japan: $500 million
European Union: $466
million

Note: The figures listed
above were given almost '
immediately following the
tsunan1i crisis. It is likely
the contributions have
increased since these figures were provided. Also.
every country that has
contributed to the tsunami
relief effort is not mentioned above.

www.ns.un.com

Kofi Annan has urged the world to donate more funds for tsunami victims as quickly as
possible.
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40°/o OFF* THE LIST PRICE. , .

How great is this? Find great Savings on new or used
textbooks you need this semester. Go to half.com and
enter the titles or ISBN numbers. That's it!

--

------------------------~

Save

an additional
on a purchase of $50 or more.
Redeem this coupon by entering this code:

by

HOWARD2005

at half.com
For a limited time-, first-time buyers onl~ See conditions below.••

~--------------------------~

•c1aim based on comparison of average selling price (excluding shipping and handling) for top 10% of textbooks (by unit volume) sold on Half.com from
August 1st-September 11 , 2004 and listed as "brand new" by the seller, with list price for same title. Tei.tbooks are defined as undergraduate and graduate
textbooks and exclude reference books and novels/literature.
· •offor valid for $5 off a purchase of $50 or moro at Half.com only. Offor volld ror first time buyers only. Order volue must boa minimum of $50.00 before the discount le opplied and does not includo ahlp.
ping, hnndllng. tnxos or lnsuranoo. This coupon cannot be combined with ony other coupon, dlscovnt, gift coniflcato, or promotion. Any p0tenlltll rotund will not indudo tho coupon or its redemption value.
Void whero prohibited. Open only to U.S. rosidonts 18 years or ago or oldor. Promotion subject to ohonge without notice. Offor oxpiros on Mbrch 31, 2005 at 11 :59:59 EST
C> 2004 oBay tnc.

Scion's "Pure Price" purchase experience
1 means No haggle. No hassle.
Vehicle startswell equipped.You canaccessorize [or not). Simple, straightforward menu pricing.
Price starting at

$
'

*

Price as shown

$16,070

Standard
features include: - - - - - - - - - - - - 160-watt Pioneer CD stereo with six speakers, including two
tweeters and Scion Sound Processing I MP3 capable and XM
satellite ready I Air conditioner I Choice of three wheel cover
designs I Anti-lock brakes I Power windows, door locks, and
outside mirrors I 5-year, 60,000-mile Powertrain warrantyt

- - - - -'
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t www.cbcfinc.org

Congr.esslonal Black Caucus Foundation, Inc. (CBCF)
Student Homeownership Opportunity Program
web: www.cbcfinc.org • Email: sgriffin@cbcfinc.org
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Dean Wants to Reorganize
Entire Democratic Party
DEAN, from N & W A6

security," said Dan Gerstein,
formel'. press secretary to ~en.
Joe Lieberman (D-Conn.) to
the Post.
Dean denied charges from
critics that he is too liberal
to lead the party, telling the
Post "the Democratic Party is
a centrist party, and I'm in the
center of the party." But still,
Dean acknowledges the road
ahead may be tough.
"We don't have a majority, but we're making very
strong progress," said Dean
to the Post. "We do think we
have some momentum."
At the time of his
www•.kt:nntdy..w.nat.e.gov
announcement, Dean w~s
competing with at least six Sen. Ted Kennedy is also calling for Democrats to stand
other viable contenders. up to Republicans.
The most notable are former Timothy J. Roemer (Ind.), puts off another potential run
representative Martin Frost who served on the indepen- for the White House in 2008.
(Tex.), who once chaired the dent commission that inves- He says that if elected to the
Democratic
Congressional tigated the September 11, chairmanship he will serve
Campaign
Committee, 2001 terrorist attacks. For the entire four-year term.
and former representative now, Dean's announcement

Nation & World Briefs

Yates Conviction On Three
Counts of Murder Overturned
YATES, from N & W A6

very, very sure that the testimony you are giving is accurate," said Lucy Puryear to The
Houston Chronicle. Puryear is
a forensic psychiatrist at Baylor
College of Medicine who testified in Yates' defense. "It was
incredulous that in a case where
someone's life depended on it,
that he could give testimony
that was wrong, and so egregiously wrong it could have had
an influence on the decision of
the jury."
According to houstonchronicle.com, Dietz told Good
Morning America that he was
confused because the prosecutors had told him that there had
been such an episode.
"I put that in my notes and
must have remembered those
notes," he said. Dietz said the
misinformation came in "a passing conversation with the D.A.'s
office. I believe they thought I
would check it out and determine if it was true.'' Dietz said

he hadn't done so because he
didn't think Yates had acted
because of a 1V show.
Prosecutor's denied misleadi9g Dietz. Harris County
assisfant district attorney J oe
Owmby, told houstonchronicle.
com that when he asked Dietz
if there was an episode similar
to Yates' case, Dietz told him he
would research it.
"I think it's a little leap to
say we caused this to happen,"
Owmby said.
Legal experts speculate that
prosecutors will now ask Texas
Courts of Appeals to overturn
their latest decision, or possibly
request a retrial. Either way,
Dietz claims to still have evidence that Yates is guilty.
"She says in recorded statements, including my interviews,
that as she killed her children,
she knew that it was wrong to
do it. She knew God would disapprove. And she knew society
would disapprove," he said to
houstonchronicle.com. "That's
the evidence."

"" w.sl11t.msu..com

Yates drowned all f ive of her
children in the bathtub at
their home and was convicted for three of the murders.

Yates confessed to the
drovming of her six-month-old
daughter Mary, and her sons
Noah, seven, John, five, Paul,
three, and Luke age two in June
2ooi. She was not convicted for
the deaths of Paul or Luke.

•

Black Conservative Nominated To H ead
Domestic Policy
President Bush nominated Wednesdayblack
conservative Claude Allen to become domestic
policy advisor, bet.com reports. Allen, a former
Deputy Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services, will help the White House coordinate domestic policies ranging from homeland
security to education.

Palestinians
Elect New
Lea d er

Friend of Bush Family Criticizes Iraq War
Brent Scowcroft, who served as national secu- Palestinians
Gingrich in 0 8
rity advisor for former President George H.W. voted overFo r mer
Bush, said last week he doubts the upcoming Iraqi whelmingRepublican
election would stabilize the war torn country, ly
Monday
Speaker of the
various news outlets report. "The Iraqi elections, to
elect
House
Newt
rather than turning out to be a promising turning Mahmoud
Mudslide W r eaks Havoc in California
Gingrich may be
point, have the great potential for deepening the Abbas
as
Rescue workers began a frantic search
eyeing a white
conflict," said Scowcroft. Scowcroft, who remains leader of the
Wednesday for survivors of a massive mudhouse bid in
friends with both president Bush and his father, Palest i nian
slide that swooped down onto a California town.
2 008,
various
went on to say the country is likely to fall into a author i ty,
Residents of La Conchita lost homes and other
www.brandonlog.homtSlt:ad.com
news
outlets
civil war and that the United States' continued various news
personal belongings in last wee\<'s disaster.
report. The specpresence in Iraq is enraging the Middle East, outlets report.
Dozens of injuries and as many as 10 deaths have
ulation · come8
which he says greatly undermines the broader war The election results show that Abbas was able to been blamed on the mudslide. Rescue efforts are
, on the heels of
on terror.
secure over 60 percent 9f the overall vote. Middle continuing for :the more than 40 people survivors
the release of a
East experts say Abbas, who was elected to suc- claim to have seen swept away by mud. The mudbook authored
"""'·r•mousp<opluom Sudan Leader s Sign Peace Accord
ceed the late Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat, slide was caused by days of rain that have also
by
Gingrich,
The Sudanese government and the Sudanese faces many tough challenges, including restarting flooded other areas of the state.
in which he blasts President Bush's handling of People's Liberation Movement agreed to a com- the Middle East peace talks. "There is a difficult
Iraq, Afghanistan, and the administrations entire prehensive peace agreement last week, effective- mission ahead....to build our state, to achieve Search Over for WMD in Iraq
approach to combating terrorism. When asked ly ending more than two decades of civil war. security for our people, to provide a good life for
Two years after President Bush sent American
about a potential run in 2008, Gingrich told the Outgoing secretary of.state Colin Powell attended our people, to give our prisoners freedom, to reach forces into Iraq to disarm Saddam Hussein, the
associated ptess "Anything seems possible. For the ceremony held in Nairobi, Kenya. The war our goal of an indepelidetlt state," said Abbas fol- top CIA agents in charge of searching for chemian army brat from Pennsylvania who became...the began in 1983 when the government sought to lowing last weeks viM<fl'y. Abbas said he plans to cal and biological weapons have called off their
first republican speaker of the House in 40 ;Years, impose Islamic law on Christians living in south- meet with Israeli lead~~ Ariel Sharon to discuss search, various news outlets report. The agents
anything seems possible." The book is elititled ern Sudan. Over two million deaths are blamed peace as soon as poMtbte.
have admitted to finding no WMD's and say that
"Wmning the FUtur-e: A 2111 Centtify Contract With on the conflict. World leaders hope this agreeviolence and a lack of new information led them to
America" and is currently on sale nation wide.
ment will spark the government of Khartoum, in
end their search for weapons.
the Western Dafur region, to end its conflicts.
BRIEFS, from N & W A6

Looking .for a
ca.reer that
radiates success?

LPN'S ·HEALTH STUDENTS
Turn Your Learning
Into Earning...

ihe n ta l k t o s omeo ne
wh o kn o w s sci e nce .

Become an RN
in the USA

and earn up to
Study Jot 12 months

$50,000

on the beautiful Caribbean Island ofSt. Kitts!
The International U niversity .of Nursing, St. Kitts is a brand new, stateof-the-art teaching facility offering it's students the opportunity to sit for
the NCLEX and become a Registered Nurse. You'll finish your training at
a .U.S. affiliated school and receive placement assistance for positions at
some of the most prestigious U.S. healthcare institutions.

Don't Wait ~ Our Spring 2005.Class Is Filling Up Fast!

Marie Curle
•867-1934

I f you want to shine i n the world o f scie n ce, it's essential you don' t
leave your career to chance. At ScienceCareers .org we know
sci e n ce. We are committed t o helping you find t he right Job, and to
d eliveri n g the advice yo u n e ed . O ur knowledge is firmly founded on
the e x p e
I r . o f Science, the p r emier sci enti fic .
·
J~u , .. °.1 •:1 , • ~ fh~ :t d~g experience of AAA~ .l f't
"
the world. So If
~ wa nt a a-tow i n g ca r eer, tru st the specialist In
sc i ence. V i s i t Sci enceCareers.org

~~ itt:l~cf

~lehcE! ~filbund
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Please visit our website for more information www.iuon.org
or contact our Admissions Department today!

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
OF NURSING, ST. KITTS
North American Administrative -Offices
ADMISSIONS OFFICE: 212 868-4720
460 West 34th Street~ New York, NY 10001
Email: admissions@iuon.org
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my last fall and winter at Howard," Simmons, whose claim to fame is Def
Edwards said. "One minute you think Jam Recordings, and Benjamin Chavis
you're never going to get out of here; headed this particular campaign.
As Howard students welcome the next, you're filing for your walking
P. Diddy's "Vote or Die" cam2005, many remember those impor- papers!"
paign was also significant to Howard
tant events at Howard University that
This is the feeling that many seniors University students, who have been
occurred in the past year. While some on campus are sharing-gripping the known for to be fashion-conscious.
students remember an event that was reality that life as an undergraduate Students all across campus were spotimportant to them individually, many is over. Freshmen, sophomores and ted wearing red, white and blue T-shirts
of the events that are remembered are juniors had slightly different testimo- with ''Vote or Die" in huge letters. Many
those that proved to be popular to the nies about what they remembered in students on Howard's campus were votmajority of the campus.
ing for the first time and made history
2004.
Many students remember 2004 for
"It was quite an experience for by going to the polls on Nov. 2, in large
Phenomenon: An Episodic Occurrenct::, me to work with the Hip-Hop Summit numbers.
the theme of Howard University's Action Network in 2004 for November's
Brandon Wallace, a sophomore
Homecoming 2004, numerous voter election," said telecommunications legal communications major, was
rallies and registration qnves, the elec- management major Radiance Salem. "I happy to come back to school and see
tion, the newly renovated PunchOut, honestly feel like I finally got a start in the improved PunchOut. "Coming back
and the list goes on.
serving my generation and my commu- in August and seeing one area of the
Senior broadcast journalism major nity on a political note."
school being improved showed me that
Nashay Edwards said she made it her
Salem is referring to one of the many Howard University is making a conbusiness to remember 2004 and this voter registration drives that attracted scious effort to bring our school on
past semester at Howard University. Generation X, also known as the hip- the level that many other schools are
"I could not believe that this would be hop generation. Hip-hop mogul Russell on." Wallace, like other students who
BY CANDACE JONES
Contributing Writer

New Plans for a New Year
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Life & Style Staff Writer

A New Year equals a new
beginning. This is the mentality of millions of Americans
who have made New Year's
resolutions. Each year, between
November and February, the
promises begin rolling in and
this year is no different.
The most popular resolutions are to exercise more,
' lose weight, eat healthier, quit
smoking or drinking, or to
devote more time to work or
studying, according to research
conducted by Elizabeth Miller,
a University of Washington doctoral candidate in psychology,
and Alan Marlatt, director of the
university's Addictive Behaviors
Research Center.
The research study showed
that health-related resolutions
are the most common, totaling
about 60 percent of all resolutions. While students at HU had
s~milar goals, they also had a
few distinguished ones.
"Two of my resolutions are
to bring my grades up and to
work out more· and eat right,"
said David Meares, a sophomore
biology and chemistry major.
Freshman biology major
Michelle Wilson agreed. "My
goal is to work out more and
eat right, rather than eating fast
food and all the greasy things in
the cafeteria."
"My . resolution is to drink
more water," said freshman
legal communications major
Victoria Freeman.
Everson Ladson, a freshman Africa~-Arnerican studies
major, made a resolution that

may be a little out of character
for the typical HU student. "I
decided to be less materialistic this year," Ladson said. "I've
had a problem with it in the
past, especially since coming to
Howard. I'm really big on gadgets and clothing. I'm going to
try to save money by spending
less on being flashy."
Some students made resolutions that affected other people. "One of my resolutions is to
be kinder to people in general,"
Meares said.
Sophomore English major
Erin Scott said that her resolution is to "work on making my
desire to change the world an
actual reality."
"My minor is elementary
education and I'm probably
going to eventually teach, possibly in D.C. public schools where
there are a lot of problems,"
Scott explained. "Hopefully,
I will become secretary of the
U.S. Department of Education
so that I can actually make a
real change in the teaching system."
Other students, such as
Joel Holmes, preferred not to
make New Year's resolutions.
"A personal goal that I've been
working on is to prioritize and
organize better. But it's not a
New Year's resolution. I didn't
feel the need to make one," said
Holmes, a freshman music education major.
"People should make a conscious effort to change themselves throughout the year. New
Year's resolutions are overrated.
You can also start over any time
of the year."
Scott has a slightly differ- .

ent take on resolutions. "Selfimprovement should definitely
be · constant but in the same
light, the beginning of the New
Year is seen as a fresh new start
on making your life better and
although people usually break
their resolutions, they were originally meant to last all year."
Making resolutions is easy.
However, the' challenge is keeping ·them. Marlatt suggests
having a strong initial commitment to make a change, having
coping strategies to deal with
problems that will come up and
keeping track of your progr~ss,
"The more monitoring you do
and feedback you get, the better
you will do."
Students have their own
advice as well. "Surround yourself with people you know will
help you maintain your goals,"
Meares said. "Also you have to
stick to it"straight for a while
and then it will become automatic after a little bit of time,"
"Pray on it," Ladson said.
"Remember why you made
the resolution in the first place.
You could post it on your wall or
have a scripture that you look at
every morning," Wilson said.
Marlatt offered a few final
words of encouragement to
resolution-makers. ''Take credit
for success when you achieve a
resolution, but it is a mistake
to blame yourself if you fail," he
said. "Instead, look at the barriers that were in your way. See
how you can do better the next
time and figure out a better plan
to succeed. You do get to try
again and can make behavior
changes throughout the year,
not only at New Year's."

BY JANA HOMES
Ufe & Style Staff Writer

As the temperature falls, the

curtain rises on another winter
theater season in Washington.
Many local stages boast new
and continuing productions of
varying types, spanning from
classical to modern, plays and
musicals, to book lectures.
One of the theaters closest
to Howard University's campus
is the Lincoln Theatre. Located
on U Street, the theater, opened Broadway plays such as ' Rent' or ' Evita' and Tyler Perry's
in 1922 and recently restored, 'Meet the Browns' are only a few of the shows scheduled to
has served as a venue for quality appear at theaters In Washington.
productions, spotlighting blacks
and their works. The theater is the Warner Theatre, located
Theatre, in Logan Circle.
has definitely earned its title as in the Gallery Place portion of
Although it is a newer thethe "Black Broadway."
D.C. The Warner, named after ater, founded in 1978, it ·is still
Lincoln's new season fea- Harry Warner of Warner Bros.,
among the leaders in contemtures projects that further that recently finished its producporary American and European
legacy, including tonight's 7 tion of Tyler Perry's Meet the stage work.
p.m. showing of "Unforgivable Browns and is slated to presIt has been home to revoBlackness: The Rise and Fall ent more comedy acts. Stephen
lutionary works in the Russian
of Jack Johnson." The free Lynch and Mitch Hedberg, who
theater movement. For the
film chronicles the life of the have made a number of televi2004-2005 grand opening seafirst black heavyweight cham- sion appearances and have both
son at its new four-theater compion, and features the voices been featured on the "Comedy
plex, the theater brings to the
of Samuel L. J ackson and Billy Central Presents ..." series, will
city works such as The Death
Bob Thornton.
be performing on Saturday, of Meyehold, which runs from
In addition to the historical Jan. 22.
Jan.19 to Feb. 13. The producproduction, the theater will put
Other upcoming shows at tion discusses the life of theater
on a free Martin Luther King The Warner Theatre include
director Vsevolod Meyerhold
Jr. Day Celebration on Monday, Broadway hits, Rent and Evita,
during a time of societal unrest.
Jan. 17 and "Black Expressions Tony Award winner Contact,
The Studio will also put on
Dance" will run J an. 21 to 22. and performances by Michael
Black Milk, the story of two con
In the coming months, Lincoln Flatley, Lord of the Dance
artists from Moscow, as well as
is also scheduled to play host and famed illusionist David
the U.S. premiere of Afterplay,
to more dance performances, Copperfield.
which examines the notion
as well as musical and comedy
In addition to the historic of what happens to a theater
shows.
Lincoln and Warner Theatres,
Another. st.age in the area D.C. is also home to The Studio
See THEATER News 83
1•
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entertainment always strikes a nerve in
Howard students. Junior political science major Tracie Suggs talked about
how excited she was to meet hip-hop
comeback Mase upon returning back to
school in August.
"That was an interesting way to kick
off the year for me," Suggs said. "Plus,
be seemed to be a really cool guy. I'm
glad we could play a part in welcoming
him back to the music industry."
Songstress Tweet also blessed the
Howard University family with a performance at a Bison football game, and
hung out in the WHBC 830 AM radio
station.
Although 2005 will see no presidential elections or swarms of voter
registration drives, students are eager
to see what the year will bring.
"I just remain optimistic about the
remainder of my life as an undergraduate," Suggs said. "I hope this set of 365
days is as good as the last!"

Curtains Rise on Array
Of Theater Productions

•

- --

have expressed their interest in a more
attractive dining place, was very satisfied. "I hope to see the improvements
continue!"
Homecoming was definitely something to remember for many students.
''This was my first college homecoming
and I was very impressed with its organization," said freshman public relations major Lindsey Hurt. "The fashion
show was the highlight of homecoming
for me!"
. Junior broadcast journalism major
Brian Jackson reflected on the accomplishments of his hometown. "I appreciate the rebirth of the Chicago hiphop scene with Kanye West and Twista
being highlights of the industry."
West, one of Roc-A-Fella's newest artists, was one of the most talked
about celebrities in 2004. Twista also
had a number one album last year, entitled Kamikaze.
As always, the glamorous life of
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BY BERNARD MURRAY
Managing Editor

It is Twenty-05 and most are trying

to·follow Scottish writer Robert Burns'
New Year's anthem by forgetting old
acquaintances. Whether good, bad or
just plain ugly, last year should never be
brought to mind again. Besides, 2004 is
14 days auld and Lang syne (old and
long ago).
A new year with so much potential: the inauguration of a president,
high school and college graduations
five months away and hip- hop putting
another notch in its belt.
"They said that hip-hop was a fad
and now we are \-vitnessing the constant evolution of hip-hop," explained
DJ Hard Hittin' Harry, whose skills
on the ones and twos has given him
the opportunity to work throughout the
States, Canada and Haiti. "The future of
Hip-hop is limitless."

Twenty -three years later, regardless of how much it has changed and
evolved, hip-hop is still going strong.
Despite all the naysayers, negativ· It is the visionaries in organizations
ists and antagonists, hip-hop is still ·
such as the New Jersey Performing Arts
here for another year. From 106 KMEL,
Center that will keep hip-hop alive and
in the Bay, to 107.5 WGCI, in the Chi, shift the paradigm of this .expressive
to Hot 97, in NYC; the head-bangers culture into the 21st century.
of 2004 could be heard across the airLocated in Newark, N.J., NJPAC'
waves New Year's Day, securing the
diversity in the performing arts an
longevity of hip-hop. Half a decade into
theater premiered to the world on Oct.
the 21st century, who'd of "thunk" hip18,1997. Located on the Newark riverhop would have made it this far?
front, NJPAC sits on 12-arces of land.
Let us take it back to 1982. On
It can hold seating for 2,750 in the
Television, people had a choice between
Prudential Hall, 514 in the Victoria
Silver Spoons, The A-Team, Family
Theater and has the Theater Square
Ties and Different Stokes. On the radio,
· Grill - a three-and~a-half star resGrandmaster Flash & The Furious
taurant. Aside from the view and the
Five were topping the cha1ts with "The
dining; it is the experience audiences
Message." At the same time, Afrika
enjoy as they witness. the talent in New
Bambaataa and The Soul Sonic Force
Jersey.
crossed-over, blending techno and hipThe second installment ofNJPAC's
hop with their single "Planet Rock" international hip-hop festival of 2002
inspired by German pioneer Kraftwerk's
came back with a vengeance last
1977 'Trans-Euro Express."
November when Alternate Routes host-

to the original five
op - breaking, grafe
, beat boxing and deejay' w ch have been abandoned by the
ain ream.
" ex, drugs and crime will always
be · orporated into ~ip-hop because
intera
it· a part of hip-hop," Big 7 continued.
Newar
t becomes an enemy of real hip-hop
parts o
·----~· when that's the only kind of hip-hop
Plane
owcased tal- kids will buy."
ents from aroun the world and had
'
events to suit anybody's fancy, from
See HIP-HOP, News 8 3

Was 'Street's Disciple' Worth Wait?
MICHAEL IVEY JR.
. Contributing Writer

The recent surge in the popularity of socially conscious hiphop can be attributed to a few
factors: a saturation of "gangsta
music" in the industry, a wartorn political climate and a more
politically aware younger generation. However, when it comes
to specific artists on the mainstream hip-hop scene, one man
can be pin-pointed as a lightening rod for change-Nas
Over the last 10 years, Nasir
J ones a.k.a. Nas has made it a
point to fluently document the
struggle of those on the periphery, articulate his personal opinions on everything from relationships to religion, as well as entertain. On ·Nov. 13, he released
his eighth album, a double disc
entitled Street's Disciple.
Street's Disciple is a mix of
very personal reflections, poignant political commentaiy
and lyrical swagger gained from
being mentioned among hiphop's elite since his very first
release. Disc one begins with
the cryptic "A Message To The
Feds," a dim, relatively short
battle cry dedicated to what Nas
considers unfair law enforcement. "American Way," "Just A
Moment" and "Reason" feature
the mellifluous vocals of newcomer Emily, and are also very
thoughtful comments on social
ills and injustices. "These Are

side the box on the third song
of the disc with "Unauthorized
Biography of Rakim." Using a
beat that sounds like a sic.wed
version of Rakim's "I Ain't No
Joke," Nas offers a condensed
version of the legendary emcee's
life and career. The song is not
only impressive lyrically, but also
a great example of Nas' efforts
to bridge the gap between old
school and new school. Disc two
also includes songs about the
females in Nas' past and present.
"Remember The Times" is a soulful, graphically honest depiction
of his past sexual encounters. On
"Getting Married" Nas paints a
vivid picture of his wedding day,
which he states is coming soon.
The most heart warming of the
female focused song~, however,
has to be "Me & You (dedicated
to Destiny)." It is a beautiful ode ,
to fatherhood. Both singing and
rapping, Nas expresses his undying love for "Dessy" in a way that
can provoke tears of joy.
Nasir Jones aka Nas released a tw o-disc cd that may arguStreet's Disciple is definitely
ably be considered his best work to date.
one of, if not the best, hip-hop
album of '04. This work defiOur Heroes" stands out as the hardcore drug dealer's widow
nitely benefits in sound and conmost severe critique of a particu- who desperately needs Nas after
tinuity from the contributions of
lar aspect of society. Nas targets her husband is killed. The theme
co-executive producer Chucky Top 10 Must-See Movies
celebrities such as Kobe Bryant, of karma is nicely interwoven
Thompson. It is extremely stylCuba Gooding Jr., Tiger Woods into the very detailed song.
ish, grippingly honest and musi- TITLE
and Taye Diggs as being sellThe tracks on disc two are cally dynamic. Nas transcends
outs, willing to sacrifice their much nlore personal. They
categories by mastering differ- MADE
Blackness for money and status. include "Bridging The Gap," a
ent styles and writing diverse
Nas' signature story telling noble attempt to link hip-hop
songs.
OPENING
comes via "Sekou Story" and with other great forms of Black
"~ive Now", the two-part tale of a music. Nas jumps way out1. Meet the Fockers
million
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www.yaboomorles.com

TOP IO

Recipe o

We~k

Tequila Liriie~hicken
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STUDIO

MONEY
SINCE

Universal

$204.30

2. White Noise
million

Universal

$24

3. The Aviator
million

Miramax

$42.93
'

THE WAY TO
A HAPPY NEW
YEAR

4. Lemony Snicket's A
million
Series of Unfortunate
Events

Paramount

$105.53

Fox

$41.27

GROWN OLD;

5. Fat Albert
million

TO DARE GO FORTH
WITH A PURPOSE TRUE,

6. Ocean 's Twelve
million

Warner Bros.

$ 115.40

7. National Treasure
million

Buena Vista

$ 160.14

TO LEAVE THE OLD
WITH A BURST OF SONG;

TO THE UNKNOWN
TASKOFTHEYEARTHAT'S
NEW;

TO
RECALL
THE
RIGHT AND FORGIVE THE
WRONG;

TO
HELP
YOUR
BROTHER ALONG THE
ROAD,

8. Spanglish
million

Sony

$37.60

TO
FORGET
THE
THINGS THAT BIND YOU
FAST

TO DO HIS WORK AND
LIFT HIS LOAD;

9. Andrew Lloyd
million
Webber 's The Phantom
Of the Opera

Warner Bros.

$21.56 .

10. The Life Aquatic
million
With Steve Zissou

Buena Vista

$ 19.37

TO THE VAIN REGRETS
OF THE YEAR THAT'S
PAST;
TO
HAVE · THE
STRENGTH TO LET GO
YOUR HOLD

TO ADD YOUR GIFT
TO THE WORLD'S GOOD
CHEER
IS TO HAVE AND TO
GIVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

•

Ille

1/2

cup grated P~t"tt'la

·•

-Author unknown

OF THE NOT WORTH
WHILE OF THE DAYS
J
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Attention all Seniors!!!!

\

It's about that time to say ·good-bye to our home, Howard. If you want to
capture your special moments, now is ·the last time you can purcha~e space in
the 2005 yearbook and make your mark.
There are only. a few. spaces left, so act fast before they're gone!
Full Page $450.00
Quarter Page $125.00

..

'

•

I

•

Half Page $300
1/8 Page (Business Card) $75.00

*Please have your money and pictures to the Bison Yearbook Office, located
at Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center, by January 18, 2005 .. Money can be
. in the form of cash, personal check, or money order made.out to Bison
Yearbook.

•

'Hip-Hop is Here For Life
.

HIP-HOP, from. L&S 82

Next up is Miss NaNa.
DJ Hard Hittin' Harry Born Tanyshwia D. Stokes just
feels a bit differently. "Hip- over a decade ago, Miss NaNa
hop is a worldwide culture is the daughter of Big 7. At
now. It's the number one form 13, while surrounded by the
of expression today, affecting violence, sex and negativity
adults and children every- of hip-hop, she spits profanwhere. It features the elements ity free giving tenure artists a
of emceeing (rap), b-boying run for their money. In a little
(breakdancing),
deejaying, less than two years, Miss NaNa
graffiti art, beat boxing, fash- pushed 20,000 CDs in Newark
alone and currently has four
, ion and business."
Hard
Hittin'
Harry CDs on her website www.missexplained that the gangsta/ nana.com, each with ten or
materialistic aspect of hip-hop more trackS.
. "Miss Nana is part of the
has been a part of the culture
since its inception. The brag- new wave of real hip-hop," said
gadocios lifestyle of. early hip- her proud father, Big 7.
In May of 2000, Hard
hop was evident in rhyines
of artists like Slick Rick, Run Hittin' Harry and Lisa "Chase"
DMC and LL Cool J . Hip-hop Patterson were working as
hasn't changed, rather evolved publicists for KRS-ONE and
The Temple of Hip-Hop when
to fit the times.
•
"Hip-hop is always rein- they brought hip-hop to the
venting itself; there will always United Nations. "In an effort
be something new," Hard tq decriminalize hip-hop and
Hittin' Harry assured. "Get its perception in the media, we
ready because there will always drafted a document entitled,
The Hip-Hop Declaration of
be something coming."

Peace," he explained. "The
Hip-Hop Declaration of Peace
guides hip-hop culture toward
freedom from violence and
establishes advice and protection for the existence and
development of our hip-hop
com1nunity. Through the
principles of this Hip-Hop
Declaration of Peace we, hiphop culture, establish a foundation of health, love, awareness,
wealth, peace and prosperity
for ourselves, our children and
their children's children, forever."
Whether you believe real
hip-hop is dead or hip-hop is
just in a state of transition, it is
agreed that hip-hop outlasted
the expectation of most.
"There is no other culture
that has affected so many in
this way and it is shovling no
signs of slowing down or going
away," . Hard Hittin' Harry
warned.

tve~ Tuesday and friday Tne Hilltop

Premiers anew issue.
Undergraduate Assistantship Opportunities

Local DC Theaters
Prepare for New Season
Tt-IEATER, from L&S 81

character after the play stops.
Take Me Out, the Tony Award
Winner for Best Play of 2903,
is running later on this year.
Also expanding is The
Shakespeare Theatre, which
began its construction of the
Sidney Harman Cent.e r for the
Arts. This season, from Jan.
18 to March 6, the theater will
run a production of Alfred de
Mussel's Lorenzaccio, which
depicts a story of political and
moral significance, set against
the backdrop of Florence.
On the lighter side of the
theater ·season, The National
Theatre presents On The
Record. This musical theater piece is built around 64
Disney hits, from films like

"Cinderella," "Lady and The
Tramp,"" The Little Mermaid,"
"The Lion King" and inany oth- .
ers. This production lasts from
Jan. 18 to 30. The National
Theatre will also present a production of the award winning
MammaMia.
Whether one is SE:eking to
enjoy a night of serious culture
or and evening of sarcastic
comedy, the Washington, D.C.
2005 Winter Theater Season
has something for every taste. '
For more .information,
contact the following:
The Lincoln Theatre (202)
328-6000 www.thelicolntheatre.org

Attention
Freshmen, Juniors, Sophomores, and
Seniors!!! The Office of the Dean of
.
'
. the College of Arts and Sciences seeks students to provide assistance in various projects
involving:

* Database Administration

The Warner Theatre (202)
783-4000 www.warnertheatre.
com

* Programming
* Webpage Manipulation

The Studio Theatre (202)
332-3300 www.sh1diotheatre.
org

* Server Adi»in.bttation

The

National Theatre
(202) 628-6161 www.nationaltheatre.org
The Shakespeare Theatre
(202) 547-1122 www.shakespearedc.org

Successful candidates·will have exc~,""t~~unlc.ation skills, and will be
r

•

comfortable with learning and discovering new applications of technology.
Interested students are urged to contact Mrs. Payne-Roberts at (202) 806- 9279 or

coas@howard.edu•
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BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

The mangled memories of
lifelay strewn across BandaAceh,
' Southern India, Sri Lanka, parts
of Thailand and Eastern Africa.
On Monday, classes reopened as
if to expedite the healing process and return the worst hit
areas in Sumatra to some form
of normalcy. Teachers and stu. dents picked their way through
the muddy enclaves, previously
known as classes, and began
learning their lessons, as if the
ones they have learnt from the
sea aren't enough already. The
survivors of the tsunami say that
the sea retreated, opened up,
roared ' into~ ended and changed
the lives of an entire generation.
What they did not know was that
the hearts of millions would also
open up.
In the wake of what could
be the most devastating natural disaster in modern history,
the most difficult relief effort
ha:s been assembled to tackle a
region reeling from "the wave."
The images of torrential water,
fleeing families, decomposed
bodies, orphaned children and
utter apocalypse have, nonetheless, struck a chord with the
public in general. The outpour
of relief has been nothing less
than stellar.
For many of the world's finest athletes, the images from the
tsunami aftermath have done the
same- struck a chord and have
triggered a momentous wave
of relief. For these athletes, the
money is just the beginning. Yes,
the dollar signs are needed, but
the support of some of the most
renowned athletic stars pas been
part of the impetus to push the
daunting aid effort well into the
fourth quarter. For many, the
sheer magnitude of the situation
was enough to secure support,
but the thrust given to the effort
by the athletic community has
been invaluable.
The first to utilize her'wealth
and stardom was teenage tennis
sensation Maria Sharapova, who
presented a check of $10,000
to Thailand's prime minister
during her stay in the tsunamibesieged nation. Sharapova, who
was in Thailand for an exhibition
match with Venus Williams at
the time the tsunami hit, opened
the floodgates for numerou~
other athletes to follow. Since
then, Formula One race car
driver Michael Schumacher has
donated a resounding $10 million. His pledge is personal, as
his bodyguard Burkhard Cramer
·died on Phuket Island off the
coast of Thailand. Baseball legend Roberto Clemente's grandson has sent thousands of dollars and two tons of supplies
that were originally due to go to
his native Nicaragua in remeµibrance of his grandfather's illfated flight 32 years ago. NBA
players also joined in as Kobe.
Bryant, Jermaine O'Neal, Tracy
McGrady, and Jalen Rose all
made dollar-per-point donations
to the cause. Even O'Neal's team,
the Indiana Pacers announced a
group donation last week, as so
many other teams have done.
In Europe, soccer stars are dipping into their PC?Ckets as well as
Tobagonian star striker Dwight
Yorke, who plays for English
Premiership club Birmingham,
urged all top players to give a
week's worth of wages to the
relief effort.
Most encouraging is the fact
that the effort doesn't stop with
the athletes. NBA games, NFL
postseason match-ups, college
bowl games and the European
soccer leagues ·are all reporting
that fans have donated hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Now
there's a performance worth
shouting for.

\

Chris Lewis and Antonio Leite practice at Greene Stadium ahead of the 2005 club season.

Men's Lacrosse Team
Eyes Preseason, Varsity.
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

They can be seen making their way
to classes in the morning. They weave
through the crowds on the yard and
sometimes only their sticks protrude
from their grasp. The intent is there.
They are young men with lacrosse sticks,
but Howard has no varsity side.
"Howard University has the opportunity to be on the cutting edge (of sports).
Every Black school has the basketball
team and the football team. If we "are
the Capstone and the Mecca, then"'we
have to bring something new," explained
player Chris Lewis. Along with Coach
Duane Milton, Lewis and 20 other young
Howard athletes are tcying to fill a void
as they embark on their first season of
club play. For the infantile program, the
process is about learning and growing as
January 15 marks the first official day of
preseason workouts.
"It is an invitation to anyone,"
assured Antonio Leite, who is eager to
· get on the field with interested students.
"It is a new program and it is unfamiliar
territory, but we have the coaches and
know-how and we are here to teach,"
continued Leite who played lacrosse during his high school years in Boston.
The players, who have already started training for the upcoming club season, are eager to point out that no experience is needed as Howard embarks
on a new path in sport. Although the
side is not a varsity team, the regular
season schedule begins on March 12 as

the Howard team tentatively takes on
George Mason University at Greene
Stadium. For Coach Milton and his
squad, the plan is to make varsity status a reality.
"This is an able program with
focused and willing players. We are
aiming for varsity," Milton explained,
"and we understand that we are the
root. This is where it starts."
The process won't be easy though.
The club team, which falls under the
umbrella of the intramural branch
of sports here at Howard, will have
to make it through the ranks and
meet certain criteria before they can
even be considered for varsity. The
1\f:)rk King . llilhop S tuff Phoh >Jtrnpht r
task, however, is an exciting pros- Members of the Howard's club team are eager to make lacrosse a varsity sport
pect and a groundbreaking move- at the Mecca.
ment. The first month of training will
that the site, "does what it needs to for can be a majo.r step for one of America's
focus on strength and conditioning as
now," but that it needs a lot of work. The most popular collegiate sports. "I was
coach Thomas will specifically work with
website is one of the small steps that the the only Black kid playing lacrosse in
players to improve their fitness levels.
squad is taking to ensure that greater the suburbs," explained freshman Drew
From February 15 to the beginning of
goals can be achieved.
Costley. "I felt like a former athlete when
the season, the team will then shift gears
As a first here at Howard, the men's I came to Howard. But now this is like a
toward skills training and preparing for
club lacrosse team has a responsibility to drean1 come true. "
opponents and the season.
"We want this to spread and we
"It's a fast moving game and I love the community in general to spread the
the pace," admitted Justin Gilliam who game, carve a niche and create opportu- ·see that it can inspire other HBCU s.
nities for those who follow. "Since this We want to eventually make it a MEAC
has been training with the squad since
is new to some of the African-American thing," Coach Milton added.
its inception. "Any new guys who come
community, we understand that people
For the young athletes of Howard's
out should expect to jump right in."
aren't always sure how to react to it. lacrosse club team tomorrow's window
The team, thus far, has been greeted
But what we want to do is harness any of opportunity begins with the here and
with a lot of positive response. Squads
momentum we get and make it our own," now. Howard's first full season at club
from as far away as Japan have conLeite confessed.
level may end on April 9 with the chamtacted the squad and informl!.tion on the
Lacrosse is not a sport generally asso- pionship game, but the responsibility
team can be obtained at www.eteamz.
ciated with the African-American com- and hope for varsity extends far beyond
com once Howard's area code is inputmunity and the movement at Howard any playing field.
ted on the sight. Coach Milton admitted

The Ladies Sharks Just Keep On Swimming
BY ZAKIYAH WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

As the swi1nming season slowly

comes to a halt, the women of the Sharks
swin1 team continue to work extremely
'hard to win numerous meets and overcome their past losing streak. With time
running out, the coaching staff and the
ladies are eager to end the season on a
positive note.
Under the instruction of Coach Roy
Fagin, the ladies are doing their best to
make it known that Howard University
exudes not· only exceptional sportsmanship, but also talent, in and, out of the
pool. ·
·
"The ladies are doing awesome. Last
year they didn't win any meets, this year
they won four," Fagin said. Fagin had
much to say about the .outcome of the
2004-· 2005 swim season. His positive
attitude and encouraging 'spirit, mixed
with the hard work and dedication of the
Lady Sharks, make a perfect recipe for
success. It is no surprise that the ladies
•

are performing well above last year's
records and statistics.
The level of talent has also increased
with the addition of a few new freshmen
swim1ners. Fagin also said that, as a
whole, the team's overall level of competitiveness and ability has also increased
during the course of the season. As the
Lady Sharks perfect their skills, they
continue to become more of a threat to
the surrounding universities.
"I can see a very formidable team
in the near future," Fagin said: It is difficult to imagine a team that wouldn't
fear such a disciplined and hardworking
group of women who strive to be the
best and continue to grow in their ability
and skills. "Anticipate .an increase in the
number of quality swimmers," said an
enthusiastic Fagin, referring to the progre8s that the team continues to make.
The Lady Sharks swim team adheres
to a very time consuming schedule. With
practices twice a day, the ladies learn
the true meaning of balance. The first
practice lasts from 5:30- 7=30 a.m., fol-

lowed by class and
a final practice from
4-6 p.m. However,
winning a swim meet,
and reaching personal goals makes being a
Lady Shark all worth
the hard work:
Lady Shark fans
will not be able to
catch another meet on
campus, but the ladies
have a few meets rapidly approaching in .
our area. Today, the
ladies take on George
Mason and on Jan.
29, they will compete at American
All Pro Photography
University. The Breaststroke swimmer Kerhyl Grant has been a leader
season ends with on the Lady Sharks team this year.
their Northeastern
know, "The ladies are going to be aweConference being held in Prince George's
some shortly." He also encourages any
County, Md. from Feb. 17-19.
interested swimmers to contact him at
Coach Fagin stated that he Rfagin@howard.edu.
wanted fellow Howard students to
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Dalsha Hicks continued her sterling play with a game-high 19 points in Howard's win over
Morgan State last week. Hicks and the Lady Bison take their undefeated conference record
on the road.

Lady Bison Go the SCSU Undefeated
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Hilltop Staff Writer

After a thrilling 74-73 overtime win against Coppin State
University on Monday evening,
the Lady Bison are now preparing themselves for a road
game where they will face the
South Carolina State University
Bulldogs this Saturday in South
Carolina.
The Lady Bulldogs are off
to a fresh start this.season with
new coach, Tonya Mackey, after
former coach Keshia Campbell
resigned last year posting a 71123 record throughout seven
seasons with the team. Mackey's
main priority is to turn around
the 9-18 overall record and a
6-12 record in the MEAC from
the previous season. Currently,
the Lady Bulldogs are 6-7 overall and 1-3 in the MEAC after
suffering key loses to Coppin
State University, Norfolk State
University and most recently,
Hampton University. For the
Lady Bulldogs, the game presents a challenge if they want
to turn their 2004-2005 cam-

paign around.
The Lady Bulldogs are
known for their triple threat
consisting of freshman 5-6
guard LaQuita Ball, junior 6o forward Melaney Denson
and senior 5-11 fonvard Evena
Morency who combine for
nearly 40 points per game.
The trio has continually pressured defenses but has struggled to find a Winning formula. However, with Denson out
for the season after suffering
an injury to her left knee in
Monday night's 66-51 loss to
Hampton University, the triple
threat has dwindled down to
a fearsome duo consisting of
Morency who averages 11.7
points and 12.1 rebounds per
game. This fact makes her a
dominant force in the low post.
Ball, who has impressed in just
her first year, controls most of
the frontcourt averaging, 3.2
assists per game and 2.1 steals
per game to go along with her
scoring average of.12.7 points.
With a surprising 8-4 overall record and a 3-0 MEAC
record, the Lady Bison are look-

ing to hold on to their undefeated MEAC record which
ties them with the Hampton
University Lady Pirates (5-0)
for a first place ranking in the
MEAC.
The Lady Bison are led by
a dominant frontcourt which
indudes the top two scoring
leaders on the team. Combining
for over 30 points per game,
senior 5-8 guard and two-time
MEAC
player-of-the-week,
Daisha Hicks, alongside 5-7
junior guard Brittany James,
average 18.7 and 11.8 points
per game respectively. James,
also known for her swarming
defense, averages 2.0 steals per
game while committing just
below three turnovers a game.
The success has been welcome
for Head Coach Parsons and
the Bison faithful, as the team
was expected to finish middle
of the table in the pre-season
rankings.
The Lady Bison are
scheduled to tip-off at 2 p.m.
at
the
Smith-HammondMiddleton Memorial Center in
Orangeburg, S.C.

Cliffone Ault and the Bison head south as they try to turn things around.

Bison Look to Rebound Against Bulldogs
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Howard University
Men's Basketball team gears
up to face South Carolina State
University (SCSU) ·in their first
conference meeting on Saturday,
J anuary 15, 2005. The Bulldogs
are hoping to snap their five
game losing streak, while the
determined Bison are set on
regrouping after their loss to
Coppin State University.
Both teams have gotten off
to a shaky start, each possessing
seven losses. Howard is currently fifth in the MEAC while
South Carolina is in eighth
place. The MEAC contenders have their work cut out for
them. Statistically, the teams
are about the same (Howard has
slightly more impressive stats,
but have played fewer games).
The difficulty lies in who will be
able to pull ahead and maintain
their composure long enough to
the finish victoriously.
Howard is averaging n1ore
points per game than the
Bulldogs, but South Carolina's
scoring margin is plus three
while Howard's is negative four.
One point makes the difference between the teams' turn-

over average. The Bison have
secured an average of ten steals
per game which may aid them
to pull ahead of the Bulldogs.
Though the Bison's offense
is one of their best attributes,
their transition defense is working against them. "In our last
game [Coppin State University]
we let them get too many easy
baskets because we weren't getting down court fast enough,"
Head Coach Allen said.
South Carolina returned
MEAC player of the year,
Thurman Zimmerman, and
added all conference player
Brian Mason to their roster.
The two lead the way in scoring
for their team. South Carolina
also has a solid post game.
Despite all of their assets the
Bulldogs seem to be out of sync.
Head Coach Ben Betts, Jr. said,
"We've just got to face it, we're
not very good right now. We've
got to find out why certain guys
are not playing as well and why
we aren't playing better as a
team."
After
Monday
night's
OT upset against Hampton
University, Coach Betts regrets,
"In part tonight, we were our
own worst enemy with some
early turnovers and missed free

throws.'' Right now it is obvious South Carolina is not living
up to expectations; the bulldogs
were the preseason pick for the
MEAC championship team.
Though the Bulldogs' slump
is more than apparent, Coach
Allen refuses to doubt South
Carolina, stating, "They have
very quick team. We have to
protect the ball and not let their
defense take out our offense."
Coach Allen also noted that
the game would prove to be
a challenge because of South
Carolina's strong fan base. The
Bison Head Coach commented
that it is always tough playing
at South Carolina because their
fans, and in order to ensure
a win the Bison cannot allow
themselves to get rattled.
Coach Allen has faith in
his tean1. He h as confidence
that his team will be victorious on Saturday if they contain
Zimmerman and cut down turnovers. The team has been working on their transition defense
and cutting down the amount of
easy baskets they give away will
definitely contribute to a win for
the Bison.

Intramural Soccer Kicks It Again
BY KEVIN JOHNSON-AZUARA
Contributing Writer

After a month long winter break,
play has resumed in Europe's leading
soccer leagues during the past week.
Here at Howard, the same can be said
for the wildly popular intramural tournament. As the Under-Dawgs' captain,
Kris Dawkins points out, "Many of
us do not have the opportunity to go
to stadia like the Santiago Bernabeu,
Highbury or Stamford Bridge to watch
the likes of Ronaldo, Thierry Henry and
Arjen Robben evade crunching tackles
and score breathtaking goals. Instead,
the weekly ritual of intramural soccer
is like summer in the middle of winter." So it is with pleasure that many
football followers on this side of the
Atlantic have the opportunity to see
the Howard Intramural Soccer League
recommence today in the lower section
of Burr Gymnasium.
In. the first match-up, and arguably the game of the night, Bermy
International and F.U. (Footballers
United) trade tackles in a hattle of
two in-form sides with similar play-

ing styles. After an indifferent start
to tl1eir season, Bermy International
seems to have found their rhythm as
they cruised to an easy 7-2 victory in
their last match-up against Restoration
F.C. The Wade twins, Nasir and Nadir
will be called upon to supply the ammunition for goals. In addition, Bermy
International's path to victory also lies
with volatile goalkeeper, Nigel Burgess,
whose sterling saves and leadership
can swing the pendulum in their favor.
On the other band, Footballers United
remains one of two undefeated teams
(Alumni are the other) in the competition. While Footballers United are
coming off a lackluster 2-0 win over
the Under-Dawgs, their ability to string
passes together under the leadership
of midfield general, Derek Dickinson,
remains a delight to watch. In attack,
the pace of the mercurial Kyle Lequay
also has the potential to unhinge any
defense.
In the second fixture of the night,
Boom Squad faces an uphill task as
they take on perennial champions of
the tournament, Alumni. Fans· of the
league have already dubbed this tie as

'David vs. Goliath.' For Boom Squad,
defending fron1 start to finish, and well
executed counter attacks will help in
keeping the score line respectable. In
their truly 'Real Madridesque' nature,
the Alumni team lack a proven goalkeeper and are often criticized for
erratic defending, though the speed,
strength, and skill of their attackers
make up for the shortcomings of their
defense. Pundits believe Alumni will
overrun Boom Squad. The only lingering question is, 'by how many goals?'
The final match on the schedule
pits the only female side in the competition, Lady's First against the highly
rated Top Shottas. The Ladies suffered Footballers United are undefeated this season and take on Bermy
a 14-0 and 5-2 defeat in their first two International in an Important match-up Friday in the lower level of Burr
matches, and will be hoping for a rever- Gymnasium.
sal of fortunes for the upcoming match- "Nothing but a convincing win will be game' for the rest of tlle semester.
es. According to freshman Ifeoma acceptable. We lost our last game 4-2 to
Egbunike, "You really have no choice Alumni; a game that we felt we should
Today's Fixtures
but to respect their attacking attitude. have won."
Bermy International vs. F.U.
They play the game hard, never give
Footballers United- 6 P . M.
So before a night out on the town
up and even though they have been with friends and compatriots, be sure
Boom Squad vs. Alumni- 7
outplayed so far in the competition, to rnake a stop at the Burr Gymnasium
P.M.
I believe they are capable of beating to catch the hons vivants of the league
Lady's First vs. Top Shottas- 8
son1e other teams along the way." Top display a feast of exciting football that
P.M.
Shottas striker, Steve Levy argues that, will have you hooked on 'the beautiful
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PLEASE BE .ADVISED THAT STUDENTS SEEKING HOUSING
FOR FALL 2005 A $200 ADVANCED RENT PAYMENT IS DUE
PRIOR
TO
PARTICIPATING
IN
THE
ONLINE
HOUSlNG
.
SELECTION. CHECK YOUR MAILBOX ON JANUARY 18, 2005
- .FOR RSVP INFORMATION PACKETS. · .·
.
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YOtJR .PA¥MENT MUST BE.RECEIVED BEFORE YOU GAN .
PARTICIPATE IN THE .RSVP·.
..

.

.

THE CASHIER WILL BEGIN ACCEPTING PAYMENTS
. · JANUARY 24, 2005
~

I

.

I

.

~

Stud~nts who

do not hav.e housing assignments prio.r to the end of this
academic year should seek off campus housing.
.

.

.

. Students may inquire ·regarding availability for ·fall ·campus housing after
. ·the first week of cia·sses August 2005.

.

•
.

.

'

'
I

.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
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'

. DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE

. htttp://www ~ howard .edu/residence

.
(\

'

202.806-6131

.
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A SERVICE OF PRAYER AND REFLECTION FOR
. THE TSUNAMI OF SOUTHERN ASIA AND EASTERN AFRICA
•

.

'

---·

I

I

I

.

TODAY, JANUARY 14, 2005
•

·,

. AT

12 NOON

IN ANDRE.W RANKIN MEMORIAL CHAPEL

--''A Time to Pray, A Time to Reflect, A Time to Help''

Sponsored by: .
The Religious Fellowship Council, Howard
University Student Association, .
Howard University Red Cross, The Office of Student
Activities,
.
and The Office of the Dean of the Chapel
•

Come join the entire university community in prayer
for the affected regions and in support of ongoing
relief efforts!
For more information, feel fi-ee to contact
the Religious Fellowship Council (RFC) at
therfc2003@yahoo.com or (202) 806-7280.·
•
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·Available Positions: ·
Vice-Chair
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Public Relations Director
Pageant Coordinator .·
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Fashion Show Coordinator ·
Step Show Coordinator
Vending Coordinator

Treasurer's Assistant
Operation's Assistant
Office Assistant
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Bush's Donation to Tsunami
L

t

lCAYCNO
eHl/Ntlf

ICHINPJJJ

along the coasts of South Asia
and East Africa caused devastation and destruction that didn't
go ·unnoticed. All over the world,
people are donating money,
supplies and food to help these
countries recover. Of course,
with any large, devastating natural .disaster like the tsunamis,
there are concerns and issues.
Media coverage has only
focused on the destruction in
Asia while countries
like Somalia and
Kenya felt the same
affects, and we'reconceme<l that donations
to aide these countries
haven't been handled
properly.
However,
the
most pressing issue
associated
with
the tsunamis is the
initial reaction by the Bush
Administration. Bush originally
pledged a meager $15 million in
relief to these devastated countries.
The figure was so small it
was shocking and thanks to
public expressing its displeasure
with the small donation, Bush
quickly rose to bar to $350 million and then promised long-

hit countries.
With donations coming
At The Hilltop, we were dis- from private agencies such as
pleased with the original dona- the Red Cross (close to $150
tion after considering what Bush million) the original $15 million
plans to spend on his inaugu- contribution from the United
ration celebration this monlh. States government is indeed
While the death toll may never embarrassing.
be completely accurate, it is estiWe understand that there is
mated to be around 150,000, a different budget for each situwith thousands still missing.
ation and sometimes it's just not
As countries like Bangladesh, _possible to help out as much as
Sri Lanka and Indonesia try' to we want. However, in this situation we feel there is no
excuse.
If something that
devastating happened
in our country, we
would surely have our
hands out and expect
everyone to come to
our rescue. We can't
say that we know the
inner workings of government appropriations,
recover, Bush plans to spend but we do know that the damage
benveen $40 and $so million in these countries is serious and
on his inaugural celebrations. we need to make the sacrifice
Then we considered the amount to give whatever we can. Bush's
of aide given by other coun- initial reaction was very inadetries and it puts us to shame. quate. We all know that he could
Sweden, a .country that is a lot have given more, and thankfully
smaller than the United States, he had the same realization as
gave about $72 million. It's we did.
embarrassing to see a country
that is smaller and less powerful

Our View:
We're relieved to.finally see
Bush donate adequate sums
to tsunami victims.

•

: News Flash: Leave the
Political Propaganda Behind
~.

Armstrong Williams, a or supporting something.
prominent conservative jourWilliams responded to ininalist admitted to accepting tial criticism by saying, "I wantroughly $240,000 from the ed to do it because it's someBush Administration to pro- thing I believe in," according
mote the No Child Left Behind to USA Today. Williams never
Act (NCLB), according to USA made any disclaimer or made
Today.
the public aware of the money
As a part of the deal, he was receiving. We know he
Williams was to regularly com- probably kept bis deal under tlie
ment on NCLB during his nationally
syndicated
television show, The
Right Side, interview
Education
Secretary Rod Paige
and urge other
Black journalists to
jdin the bandwagon. These efforts
were an attempt to
rally Black support for the act table because the money came
which emphasizes rebuilding from the taxpayers' wallets.
and funding to ensure proper
The money was funneled
education for youth.
through a public relations firm,
Williams' actions made us Ketchum Inc., and kept quiet.
squeamish because they were The top Democrat on the House
extremely unethical. Despite our Education Committee, Rep.
varying viewpoints and stances George Miller of California
on certain issues, we feel it is called the contract "a very questhe responsibility of a journalist tionable use of taxpayers' money
to be objective when reporting that is probably illegal." We

would expect the former aide
to Justice Clarence Thomas to
know better. Media Tribune
Services canceled his column
and another television network
canceled his program for investigation.
·Wearefrustratedanddisappointed. When journalists such
as Williams and Jason Blair ruin
the credibility of the
• media, it puts everyone in a bind. Readers
are lost. Credibility is
questioned. The future
and faith in the media
diminishes slowly as
readers become skeptics. We understand
that journalists can
agree with certain
issues and feel passionate about topics, and this
is justified. However, taking
money from the government
to discuss and support a certain law isn't fair if you never
reveal what you're pocketiqg.
We hope Williams' response
and admission of "bad judgment" will inspire members of
the media to stay on the right
track.

Our View:
Armstrong should have
been strong enough to deny
the unethical offer.

Civil Rights Justice Served Today
Last week a suspect in the
1964 slayings of three civil rights
workers was arrested, according to the Washington Post.
The three workers were sent to
Mississippi to investigate the
Klan bombing of a Black church
and they were killed.
At his old age of 79,
the suspect Edgar
Ray Killen will serve
his time for his
involvement in those
murders. It's easy
for us to note the
time lapse between
the
hate-inspired
crimes of the 6os
and the time the cases are tried
and convictions are made. We
wonder how much of a difference it makes 40 years later
or why things weren't handled
sooner. Instead of attributing
delays to the racist America we
live in, we see the recent convictions as a sign of progress.
Our generation could easily shrug shoulders and wonder
what kind of an impact these
sentences can make today. We

feel that by correcting some of cases. This shows us that people
the old injustices we can move still care and are dedicated to
into a more positive direction, doing the right thing. We find it
or at least start. The arrest of refreshing.
Killen is a gesture to the victims
We are living in a time that
of the families in Mississippi makes it hard to prosecute older
that have not. forgotten. Peace crimes. Our justice system is
fairer and less biased than
it was in the 6os, but
witnesses, evidence and
details have withered as
titne has passed. Those
who are able to make a
difference despite these
setbacks should be
applauded.
Lawrence
Guyot Jr. was a fieldworker with the Student
of mind can be given to the vic- Nonviolent
Coordinating
tims' friends and family who still Committee who almost went to
grieve when looking through the Mississippi with the other three
photo album with knowledge workers, but opted to pass. He
that the murderer isn't behind told the Washington Post, "I
bars. We owe it to each and prayed to live until this day. We
every person who suffered dur- fought for this. We dreamed of
ing the Civil Rights Era to follow this. And now it is a reality. It's
and stay on top of these cases. a statement that political assasYoung people with passion and sinations are not acce'ptable in
drive have done research to the state of Mississippi. Never
expose new findings about the again."
Emmit Till murder and other

Ou r View:
We commend activists and
the j ustice system for their
· moral dedication.
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Get Ediicated, Get Involved and Get Tested!
.

JULIE GUYOT

For some couples it is a' ritual to mark that "next step," and
for others HIV testing is a part of
their health routine, along with
yearly check-ups at the dentist.
Many consider HIV tests simply
a form of good hygiene. A few
live with the dangerous myth
that knowing their status is
unnecessary. When was the last
time you were tested?
Soi;ne of us think we are
immune because we are beautiful, educated and because HIV is
inconvenient. We are simply too
busy building our lives to focus
on something so complicated
and unattractive. Unfortunately,
the virus doesn~t agree with our
collective assessment that good,
decent, Black folks don't get
HIV.
HIV/ AIDS was one of the top
three causes of death for Black
men ages 25-54 and women ages
35-44, in 2000. But, don't let
these numbers confuse you with
that intoxicating sense of immunity if you fall outside of those
age brackets. It is estimated that
half of all new HIV infections
occur among teenagers and
young adults aged 25 years and
younger and numerous studies
suggest that African-American
young people represent the

majority of these infections.
Over the past years, we have
spent time trying to ferret out
who's responsible for this viral
invasion of our community. We
took the same route as mainstream America and blamed it
on homosexual "down low" men.
But discourse has shifted away
from specific populations (the
incarcerated or men who sleep
with men).
The truth is no segment of
the Black community can claim
ownership over this traveling
infection. The HIV/AIDS epi·demic is a major health crisis for
the community as a whole, affecting men and women of every age
and sexual orientation.
·
Sadly, thepeoplemostatrisk
for contracting HIV/AIDS are
those who are sexually activeonce, frequently, or only on the
weekends and tliose born of sexually active parents. (Sixty-two
percent of children born to HIVinfected mothers were African
American.) That's an awful lot'
of people.
Although we make up 12.3
percent of the population of the
United States, as of 2000, we
accounted for 39 percent - more
than 347,000 - of the more than
886,ooo estimated AIDS cases
diagnosed since the beginning
of the ep~demic. According to a

.

.

_,,...-

Center for Disease Control surveillance report two years later
(2002) that number had gone
up to 54 percent. Scared yet?
The stigma associated with
HIV infection is only helping it
to spread. At this point, if you
think you don't know anyone
who is HIV positive, you're just
fooling yourself. We all do, even
if those individuals aren't yet
aware of their own status.
It's essential that we get educated, get involved and get tested
for two major reasons. Research
shows that up to two-thirds of
new infections are transmitted
by people who don't even know
they are infected. Secondly, late
testing represents missed opportunities in prevention and treatment of HIV. Celebrate Black
History Month by getting tested.
Free, rapid, non-invasive (no
needles) HIV testing is available
at the Howard University Health
Center and at testing centers offcampus.

How Much "is Too Much?
The cost of a Raptor fighter to develop the aircraft, which
would be about $258 million is now coming into production.
According to a recent arti- per plane based on an overall These expenditures promise to
cle in The New York Times, the cost ·of $71.8 billion for the pro- be a major point of contention in
Pentagon told the White House gram, ·and the Air Force plans the next Congress, as well they
and Congress that it plans to to buy 277 Raptors. According should.
cut the Air Force's program for to one leading industry analyst,
To put the cost of these
the most expensive fighter jet in the program could be killed aircrafts into perspective, the
history, the F/A 22 Raptor, in after producing about 160 air- United States has so far .pledged
an effort to reduce the mount- crafts, possibly saving a total of $350 million to aid the five miling deficits and growing costs more than $15 billion but per- lion people devastated by the
of the war in Iraq. The White haps more than doubling the Indian Ocean tsunamis -- that's
House is under pressure, from cost per plane. If the number a little more (or less) than the
both sides of the aisle, to trim of planes is reduced to 160, the r,ost of one F/A 22 Raptor.
deficits. The cost of operations cost per plane could rise to over
in Iraq alone is running over $4 a half billion. The Pentagon has
billion a month.
already'spent nearly $40 billion
PAUL G. JAEHNERT

\

Dear Hilltop:
My name is Bryan White

I've Found the Joy of Life!
RAHMAN L. IRVIN

I

t

an m a sop omore at e one
and only Mecca. I just wanted to
give out a long overdue praise to
the Hilltop staff.
·
You guys are doing big .
-Bryan (GT)
things! I love the weekly bread,
where a Bible scripture appears
Editor's Note: Thanks Jo
in the Hilltopics section. Now, I the encouragement ~e ar
see that you guys are going into excited about going daily too!
the daily scheme of production!
Man!
Keep up the hard work Ruth

I've got only one semester
left...
My classes are getting harder
than I could have ever imagined.
I'm rubbing two nickels together
with the hope of turning them
into anything more than just 10
cents. I'm praying nightly for
God to send the Book Fairy to
drop off my required texts and
she's long overdue.
I'm fueled by the optimistic notion that if I keep up the
good fight I will be blessed with
the equally good reward. But J!m
close to the big prize, graduation.
I've got only one semester
left...
'Today I forewent the traditional Friday night lights
and opted to chill at home, by
myself, for · myself. Some of my
best friends called with tempting offers to take advantage
of the club card offering "Free
Admission Before 11." I never
make it to the front in time to
·get in, so I'll pass.
Others suggest the everaffordable alternative of losing
common sense at The Common
Share. I like to remember my
nights in the morning. I'll pass.
I just want to relax. Hell, it's
probably the last chance that I'll
get before I stand, nobly clad in
cap and gown, on that hot May
afternoon making my next big
move (graduation). I think I'll
just chill.
I sat on the balcony of my
Suitland, Md. apartment building and unwrapped a handmade
Dominican cigar and sipped an
Indian tea made from hibiscus
1/';Jlower and ljcoric~ .. root. Don't
~~ be impressed, it's just what I
had available and they were
both gifts. As I combined these
staunchly different flavors, the
spiciness of the cigar and the bitterness of the tea rolled around
to make the most beautiful blossom of sweetness in my mouth.

I leaned back in my cheap patio
furniture and thought to myself,
"This is as good as it gets!" At
that time, not a blink of the eye
sooner or later, I realized that I
had found the joy of life.
Sound strange? Let me
elaborate. All of my life, even
in young age, I have searched
for the next great thing I could
accomplish. Complete one goal,
off to the next, and then the next
and then the next.
Ambition is what we like
to call it. But somewhere along
my ambitious road to becoming a jazz saxophonist, to the
valedictorian of my high school,
to the president of many organizations, to an entrepreneur
and to a soon-to-be graduate,
the small moments of happiness
that came in between began to
lose their thrill.
As my cigar sang in Spanish
and my tea read poems in Hindi
I found myself wondering what
happened_to these moments, or,
better yet, what happened that I'
· could no longer recognize these
moments when they smacked
me square in the face. Had I
been so caught up with oneupping myself that I became
a predatory animal that forgot
the anticipation of the stalk, the
excitement of the chase, and the
adrenaline rush of the kill, only
to concentrate everything I had
on the elation of the feast? Yes.
I had become content with
being a shameless glutton for
my next great accomplishment,
all the while allowing myself to
become malnourished of the
other joys of life.
The great feats oflife require
too much hard work, time and
preparation to be the only things
that we look forward to. We
get so focused on scaling life's
mountains that we forget the
joy and accomplishment of each
step we take along the way. I
have found that life is at its best
when we achieve those moments
of pointless perfection that mean

nothing to anyone but us: registering for all of your classes in
under 10 minutes, making an
omelet on a West Towers stove
without .tearing the eggs, slipping on a patch of ice in front of
Douglass Hall and maintaining
the ground beneath your· feet,
acing that ridiculously hard test
in a class that doesn't even count
towards graduation. Each one of
these moments in time is our
minutia glin1pse at greatness,
wholeness, and perfection and
cannot be looked pass as fleeting
moments of nothingness.
The small 1nomentsr that I
. s,peak of never really lost their
thrill. I stole it from them. I held
it hostage. I bound it, I gagged it,
I locked it in a dark, damp basement away from all sunlight and
I let it collect dust. I ignored the
thrill and joy of s1nall moments
in my life. No longer!
I give the thrill back to complete strangers finding rhythmic
chemistry on the dance floor. I
give the thrill bad( to couples on
the yard completing each other's sentences. I give the thrill
back to the quiet kid surprising the teacher by speaking up
during classroom debate. I give
the thrill back to watching the
small children from HU daycare
play on the yard. I give the thrill
back to sitting on the grass while
reading the works of another
Son of Howard.
I give these moments back
their thrill. I give these moments
back their excitement. I give
these moments back their passion. l command them to take it
all back. .. it was theirs to begin
with. I just ask these moments,
whenever they come around
for me again, to forget what
I've done in the past and let me
borrow that thrill once more. I
promise, from one old friend to
another, I will never neglect it
the way I once did.
•

I

After all, I've got only one
semester left...
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All IDLLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication da~e.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminar s or
nonprofit are charged ·$5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five \vords.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
·buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter.

Announcements
Attention
Student
.Ambassadors!
There is a G~neral
Body Meeting
Wednesday,
' January 19th
· at 5p.m. in
the Blackburn
Auditorium.
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To T~ n eautiful Bunch•.. ·.
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l Iove you guys soooo·t)~nit.J.ch!

Tha~ks

The HU Georgia and
North Carolina Clubs
present

for being there for me -~hroughout one
of the toughest times iit my life. The,
stor m is almost over. 2005 is going to
b GRE1A'T '
·, ·
e
ft •

The
"Ridin' Dirty on 85"
Skate Party

~

feat. the Ga. Club'·s o'vn
DJ Rediculous

--Agent Wind

HOUSE WARMING
PARTY2NYTE
@ MAYA'S.iNEW
.:;;.;
· SPO'ltlffe(~ ·. .· ~~COME THR.U..... ~· .
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III Eye Digitjj;',LLC
''Your Photographjt
~and Web
...
Enhancement Allthority''

When: Saturday, Ja11. 29
Time: 4:30-7:30 pn1
" 'bere: Skate Palace
3132 Branch Ave.
Temple Hills, MD .
(across from the Branch
Ave. Metro Stop)
Cost: $5
(Admission is FREE for
paid members of the
GA and NC Clubs)
For more information, visit
W\V\v.hugeorgiaclub.org
or e-mail
hu_ncclub@yahoo.com,
hu_gaclub@yahoo.com

WEEKLY
BREAD
''Trust in the
Lord with all
your heart. Lean
not on your own
understanding. In
all of your ways ·
:~ . acknowledge him,
and he shall direct
y~ur paths.''
-Proverbs 3: 5-7

'NCJ.IW

Meeting
Wednesefoiy
.1 /19/05
7:30 y.m.

MAD LOVE
LOlJNGE ...
Laun d 1i 11~·

'" \V' · 1 111~· at
11.orn Night ( 'luh
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"so in CHRIST we who are many,fa.rm one body, and each member belongs to all
the others ... instead, speaking the truth in love; we will in all things grow up into him
who is the Head, that is, CHRIST. Fr~m
.him the whole body, joined and held togeth't "' ..
er by every supporting ligament, gr!fe'f~·:?iiid, ~.uilcjs itself up in love, as each part does
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Romansl2:5 &
Ephesians 4:15-16
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